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Abstract
Coupling Monte Carlo neutron transport with isotopic depletion is known to produce non-
physical results for large reactor geometries. This thesis begins with a survey of the stable
methods used to avoid this and highlights some of their drawbacks.
Chapter 2 introduces the known phenomenon of neutron clustering in Monte Carlo as
a factor strongly contributing to previous reports of instability. It is shown that attempting
to minimise clustering effects produces more stable burn-up calculations. Furthermore,
accounting for clustering is shown to allow for the accurate simulation of xenon transients in
simple systems which have been noted to pose a challenge for burn-up simulations. Finally,
it is demonstrated that neutron clustering can also affect burn-up simulations substantially
even when xenon equilibrium is enforced, namely by way of the previously hypothesised
‘gadolinium instabilities’.
Chapter 3 begins by highlighting how implicit burn-up schemes may be viewed as
root-finding schemes for a discrete map. It is shown that, for reasonably long time-steps,
the corrector step of predictor-corrector schemes does not succeed in locating the root (or
the stable solution) of this map. Hence, relaxation schemes are introduced; relaxation
schemes have been applied to neutronics/depletion coupling previously in the form of the
stochastic approximation, although this is relatively inefficient. The relaxation scheme
proposed here uses a fixed relaxation factor (rather than the variable factor previously
used) and demonstrates its improved stability and computational efficiency compared to the
stochastic approximation. The same investigations are applied to a depletion problem where
equilibrium xenon is enforced – it is seen that this, too, can be unstable, but is resolvable
through relaxation.
Chapter 4 performs a Von Neumann stability analysis of a simple coupled neutron
diffusion-depletion system. Extending a previous analysis, this chapter provides a justification
for applying a relaxation to predictor-corrector schemes, shows the possibility of obtaining
symmetric burn-up instabilities, and demonstrates that no neutronics-depletion coupling
scheme, without relaxation, is assuredly more stable than another, depending on the depletion
system in question.
viii
Finally, Chapter 5 summarises the findings, proposes an explanation regarding general
cases of burn-up instability, and suggests future work.
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1.1 Nuclear reactor simulation
Nuclear reactors are inherently ‘multi-physical’ systems, i.e., to accurately predict their
behaviour, a number of interacting physical phenomena must be considered simultaneously.
For example, the power distribution in a reactor depends on the relative rates of nuclear
fission across the system, as determined by neutron transport. However, fission produces
heat, reducing the local density of coolant, decreasing the degree of neutron moderation, and
thus driving a decrease in the local fission rate. Similarly, a high local fission rate at a point
in time will produce neutron-absorbing fission products at a higher rate, eventually causing
a local depression in the fission rate at some future time. The coupling of neutronics with
thermal-hydraulics, and neutronics with isotopic depletion are two of the more obviously
intertwined sets of phenomena present in reactors. Other phenomena also play significant
roles in reactor operation, e.g., coolant chemistry, fuel mechanics, fission gas behaviour.
Qualitatively, how a ‘multi-physics’ system will behave is not necessarily difficult to
imagine. However, a quantitative analysis is quite another task: resolving different physical
regimes simultaneously often amounts to obtaining the solution of a non-linear system
of partial differential equations. This is a difficult task for prospective reactor designers,
operators, and regulators, necessitating the use of a computer. Approximations can simplify
the required effort significantly but may not always be acceptable; for example, a liquid-fuel
reactor may require a more thorough analysis of the fluid mechanics and chemistry than
a traditional Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) to satisfy a regulator. Alternatively, when
attempting to up-rate the power of a reactor, a safety case must also be made, demonstrating
with high certainty that thermal limits and other safety requirements are not breached. Hence,
in lieu of conducting many expensive experiments, there is a need for high-fidelity multi-
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physics simulation capabilities and, for the sake of the designer, operator, or regulator in
question, these capabilities should be relatively fast, cheap, and reliable.
1.2 Neutron transport
Nuclear reactors exploit the fissioning of atoms to produce energy: when an atom of,
say, uranium-235 is split by a neutron, it produces approximately 200 MeV of energy
and, depending on the instigating neutron’s energy, two or more daughter neutrons. The
production of these daughter neutrons allows for the fissioning of more atoms and so the
possibility of a chain reaction. To consider neutron transport or neutronics is to consider the
behaviour of an ensemble of neutrons, often with the intent of establishing the state of the
chain reaction and obtaining a space and/or time distribution of nuclear reaction rates.
Before describing the governing equation, it is worth defining some of the important
quantities for the sake of clarity. Naturally, neutron transport is concerned with the space-
and time-dependent neutron density, denoted n(r, t), at position r, at time t. Nuclear reaction
rates at a given time and place are not only a function of the density of neutrons, but also
their energy, E. Part of this energy dependence is due to the nuclear structure of the matter
with which neutrons interact.
Typically, at low neutron energies (on the order of 1 eV) nuclear reactions are much more
frequent than at the high energies at which neutrons are born (about 1 MeV). Qualitatively,
this can be understood by less energetic, slower neutrons spending more time in the vicinity
of the nuclei with which they might interact, as compared to fast neutrons. However, in
intermediate energy regions, the propensity for nuclear reactions often varies by many order
of magnitude with even small changes in a neutron’s energy. This ‘resonance region’ occurs
as a result of the combined energy of the neutron and nucleus corresponding to an energy
level of the resulting compound nucleus. For many nuclei, the often complicated energy
dependence of nuclear reactions is tabulated as a ‘microscopic cross-section’, denoted by
σr(E) for a particular reaction mode r, with the usual unit of barns where 1b = 10−24cm−2.
For nuclear reactors, the most important reaction modes are fission, capture, and both elastic
and inelastic scattering. The fission and capture cross-sections of U-238 are shown in Fig. 1.1.
Hence, a macroscopic nuclear reaction rate is an integration over some volume of space
and the energy of the colliding neutrons. For reaction mode r, the total reaction rate over a














1.2 Neutron transport 3
Fig. 1.1 The fission and capture cross-sections of U-238, plotted by JANIS [91].
where v(E) is the neutron speed and Σr is the macroscopic cross-section, defined as:
Σr = σrN (1.2)






and φ is known as the scalar neutron flux, defined as:
φ = vn (1.4)
Another useful quantity is the angular neutron flux, ψ(r,Ω,E, t), where Ω is the neutron





In a nuclear reactor (as opposed to a neutron star, for example), for a static nuclide density
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This equation describes the balance of neutrons in position, angle, energy and time. The
left-hand side contains terms describing, respectively, the rate of change of neutron density,
the loss of neutrons through streaming, and the loss of neutrons through all reactions with
matter – Σt is the total cross-section, the sum of all reaction cross-sections.
The first term on the right-hand side describes the gain of prompt neutrons from fission
reactions: 1−β is the fraction of neutrons which are born directly from fission (or are prompt),
χp is the spectrum of fission neutrons, ν¯Σf is the product of the average number of neutrons
produced per fission and the macroscopic fission cross-section. Next is the production of
neutrons from scattering reactions, where Σs(r,Ω′→Ω,E ′→ E) is the macroscopic neutron
scattering kernel which combines both the macroscopic scattering cross-section and the
angular distribution of scattered neutrons. The third term describes the production of delayed
neutrons from fission products or ‘precursors’. Delayed neutrons are born from the decay of
these precursors, with density C, as determined by a decay constant λ , and with an energy
spectrum χd(E). Delayed neutrons and their precursors are often lumped into a number
of discrete groups, N, typically 6, here identified by the index i. The precursor density is
determined by the local fission and decay rate, with a separate equation for the evolution of
each precursor group. Finally, the term S(r,Ω,E, t) describes an external source of neutrons.
Traditionally, reactor kinetics are considered separately from neutron transport, allowing
the time-dependence of Eq. (1.6) to be neglected. Given nuclear reactors are nominally
operating at steady-state or under very slow transients, this is justifiable. Commonly in
reactor analysis, external neutron sources are also assumed negligible. Hence, the steady-
1.2 Neutron transport 5

















dΩ′Σs(r,Ω′→Ω,E ′→ E)ψ(r,Ω′,E ′)
(1.7)
In removing the time-dependence, two important changes have been made to Eq. (1.6): the
first is that, without time-dependence, delayed neutrons can be treated as prompt neutrons but
with a different energy distribution. This necessitates a modification of the fission neutron
spectrum from χp(r,E) to χeff(r,E). This combines the pure fission and precursor spectra
into one ‘effective’ spectrum. The second is the appearance of keff, also known as ‘k-effective’
or the criticality eigenvalue. keff occurs when separating neutronics from kinetics as a means
of artificially forcing the neutronics solution into a steady-state. In particular, if a reactor is
‘super-critical’ or has a growing neutron population, the neutron population will grow over
time – keff in this case will be greater than 1, thus depressing the fission neutron production
term to enforce the steady state. Conversely, for a ‘sub-critical’ reactor where the neutron
population is decaying, keff is less than 1, enhancing the fission neutron production. In the
case of criticality, about which a reactor normally operates, keff = 1, a true steady-state exists
and no modification of the fission source is necessary.






HereLψ lumps together all terms in Eq. (1.7) aside from fission neutron production which
is denoted by Fψ . Eq. (1.8) and its approximations have been and continue to be the
primary means of studying static reactor core neutronics. However, deterministic solutions
of Eq. (1.8) present a number of constraints on the analysis. Namely, given the complicated
phase space of a reactor where angular neutron fluxes may vary dramatically in space,
angle, and energy, severe discretisation is often required for accuracy. Energy and angle
are particularly challenging: due to resonances, accurately resolving the energy variable
necessitates an impractically fine energy discretisation if performed naïvely. A common
approach to this difficulty is to perform two calculations; the first on a geometrically simpler
problem but with a fine energy discretisation and explicit treatment of resonances in order to
generate a representative neutron spectrum. With this spectrum, the cross-sections featuring
in Eq. (1.7) can be condensed from a fine to a coarse energy discretisation, using a number
of approximations. The second calculation uses this coarse but theoretically-equivalent
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energy discretisation to solve the full problem under consideration. Treatment of the angular
variable depends on the solution method in question, of which there are several. Most
prominent are the method of characteristics, discrete ordinates or Sn, the method of spherical
harmonics or Pn, and the diffusion approximation. The description of each of these methods
is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, the angular treatment of each assumes either
that the angular variable can be accurately represented using a number of discrete streaming
directions or through a functional expansion of the angular flux in spherical harmonics up to
a chosen order. For a detailed exposition on the above methods, see the following references:
[1, 6, 8, 23, 25, 73]
Although relatively computationally inexpensive, other practical limitations on determin-
istic transport methods exist, namely, the finely discretised phase space necessary for large
reactor core problems carries a heavy memory footprint, particularly for 3D calculations.
While computational power becomes cheaper and the pursuit of higher fidelity continues,
alternative approaches to neutronics become increasingly attractive. This has lead to the
current prominence of the Monte Carlo method.
1.2.1 Monte Carlo neutronics
The Monte Carlo method is a name ambiguously given to a number of related statistical
techniques for numerical analysis. This thesis is concerned with Monte Carlo integration,
or, essentially, the application of statistics to calculating complicated integrals. The modern
form of Monte Carlo simulation was devised for neutron transport calculations in the design
of a thermonuclear weapon by Stanislaw Ulam and John Von Neumann [82] but can equally
be applied to finance [14], fluid mechanics [7], chemistry [87], and many other fields.
Applied to neutron transport, the Monte Carlo method involves simulating the lives or
‘histories’ of many neutrons from their point of birth in fission until their death by absorption
or escape from the boundaries of the system [72]. The behaviour of the particles is aggregated
to calculate quantities of interest, e.g., reaction rates, or the criticality eigenvalue. This thesis
is concerned with criticality simulations which solve an analogue of Eq. (1.8); Monte Carlo
can also be used to simulate source driven problems, alternative eigenvalue problems (such
as the α-eigenvalue) [101], or even time-dependent system [90]. Although not universal
among Monte Carlo codes, most take advantage of exact, tabulated nuclear data: cross-
sections and scattering distributions are treated continuously, rather than in discrete form as
in deterministic methods – complicated resonance structures in cross-sections can therefore
be treated explicitly, without approximation. Similarly, Monte Carlo simulation imposes no
limit on the geometric complexity of the systems being analysed – there is no requirement for
meshing and all features of the geometry can, in principle, be treated exactly. Consequently,
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Monte Carlo simulations are often regarded as a standard for physical fidelity, comparable
even with experimental measurements.
The main counterpoint to Monte Carlo’s advantages is its computational expense; the
extent of this slow-down, relative to a deterministic solver, is problem-dependent, and also
dependent upon the simulation settings of the Monte Carlo and deterministic solvers. The
computational expense stems, in part, from Monte Carlo’s second disadvantage: as Monte
Carlo is probabilistic in nature, all results have a degree of statistical uncertainty, determined
by the number of particles simulated. In particular, the standard deviation of a Monte Carlo
estimator falls as 1√n , where n is the number of particles simulated. Hence, to halve the
statistical error, one must quadruple the number of particles simulated, quadrupling the
expense. Nevertheless, readily available computing power coupled with Monte Carlo’s ease
of parallelisation has elevated its status from ‘method of last resort’ to being a ubiquitous
reactor physics tool [11]. This is evidenced by the swell of Monte Carlo codes written or
drastically re-written within the last decade or so [5, 12, 18, 37, 64, 69, 75, 77, 83, 86, 98, 100].
This surge has coincided with a growth in capabilities and applications: although once used
primarily for criticality and shielding, Monte Carlo neutronics solvers now support coupling
with depletion [39, 69] and thermal-hydraulics [36], in-line photon transport [37], sensitivity
and uncertainty quantification [57, 84], and many other recent developments.
While exceedingly popular in research applications, Monte Carlo simulation remains
prohibitively expensive for routine industrial reactor analysis. Rather, the common approach
is using a lattice physics tool (e.g., WIMS [71] or CASMO [81]) to generate multi-group
cross-sections which are used in a full-core nodal diffusion simulator (e.g., PANTHER [45]
or SIMULATE [4]). Presently, it is not inconceivable that Monte Carlo codes might routinely
be used for cross-section generation [67, 68], but, for the moment, their use as a full reactor
analysis tool is more limited to the likes of one-off benchmarking simulations. Nevertheless,
efforts are well under way in certain spheres of nuclear engineering to make Monte Carlo
simulations more routine: the MC21 code is designed with the explicit aim of making Monte
Carlo a ‘mainstream design tool’ [37].
As stated above, Monte Carlo proceeds by simulating many neutron histories. However,
in criticality calculations, commonly there are three parameters that must be decided by
a code user before a calculation can proceed, namely, the population size, the number of
active cycles, and the number of inactive cycles. These parameters stem from the algorithm
most often implemented in Monte Carlo: the ‘method of successive generations’ [70]. The
method of generations proceeds by simulating a fixed number of particles (the population
size) for a specified number of generations, emulating the physical chain reaction that occurs
in a multiplying system. Particles produced by fission in one generation are simulated
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in the subsequent generation until the simulation is complete, albeit, with some particles
either discarded or duplicated to maintain the fixed population size. The total number of
generations or ‘cycles’ is the sum of the number of active cycles and inactive cycles. Monte
Carlo criticality simulations also amount to solving the generalised eigenvalue problem in





where S is the fission neutron source distribution and M is the operator describing the
transport and collision processes that fission neutrons undergo. The fission source distribution
is unknown initially and must be guessed. However, after a sufficiently large number of
generations with a sufficiently large population size, the source should (hopefully) converge
to the fundamental mode – this is analogous with power iteration from basic linear algebra.
The cycles during which the source is still converging should not have any statistics scored
due to the use of a biased fission source – these are the inactive cycles. Of course, to obtain
meaningful results, one must run a number of generations during which particle transport
contributes to statistical estimators of interest – the active cycles.
A number of best practices [10] and diagnostics [96] exist to ensure that Monte Carlo
simulations are sufficiently well converged and their results are not contaminated by the
effects of inter-generational correlations between particles or other biases [9]. The nature and
effects of correlation are described further in Chapter 2. That being said, when conducting a
simulation for the first time, the numbers of particles and cycles to use can only be estimated
by heuristics or based on experience. Following from this, source convergence acceleration
methods have become popular as a means of reducing the number of inactive cycles necessary
in a Monte Carlo simulation; these techniques include fission matrix acceleration [15], the
coarse mesh finite difference method [42], and the response matrix method [66], among
others.
1.3 Isotopic depletion
The evolution of a material subject to a flux of neutrons is of obvious interest to nuclear
engineers: this information determines how long a reactor will operate, whether adjustments
must be made to ensure criticality, and the toxicity, radioactivity, and proliferation risk of a
reactor’s fuel or components on their eventual disposal. This evolution is governed by the
rate at which various nuclear reactions occur within a material, the most familiar of these
reactions being nuclear decay: unstable isotopes (such as U-235, U-238, Pu-239, Co-60,
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to name but a few) will decay spontaneously by α-, β -, or γ-decay, transmuting into a
different isotope in the case of α- and β -decay, while releasing another particle in the process.
Although the prediction of an individual decay event is impossible, for a large collection of




where N is the number or number density of the isotope in question, and λ is the characteristic
decay constant of the isotope. That being said, an isotope may decay by multiple mechanisms
at different rates, in which case λ is the sum of the decay constants for each mechanism.
In a neutron flux, isotopic evolution is also governed by neutron-induced reactions such
as fission, capture, (n,2n) reactions, etc. The rates at which these reactions occur depend on
the cross-sections of a material’s constituent isotopes and the neutron flux spectrum. This
is essentially a repetition of Eq. (1.1). Restating the equation for an infinite, homogeneous
medium allows the volume integration to be neglected and the isotope density to be extracted





Bra-ket notation (familiar from quantum mechanics) has been introduced here to denote
an integration over the phase space of interest (or an inner product). Having extracted the
nuclide density, the above reaction rate is known as the ‘microscopic reaction rate’ – the
reaction rate per atom of the reacting nuclide. The loss rate of a nuclide with density N by




which is another restatement of Eq. (1.1). An alternative convention is to consider the












which on multiplication reproduce Eq. (1.11).
So far only loss rates have been described. However, each decay, transmutation, or fission
will produce additional atoms of a different isotope. α-decay will result in a daughter isotope
with a mass number less by 4, and an atomic number less by 2 (as well as atoms of He-4),
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while β -decay will result in a daughter with an atomic number incremented either by +1
or -1 (depending on whether it is β− or β+). Capture reactions produce a daughter with an
atomic mass incremented by +1. Reactions such as (n,2n) or (n,α) can also be accounted for
straightforwardly. Fission reactions are more interesting: splitting different isotopes yields
different daughter nuclides in different proportions. The amount of a particular daughter
produced per fission is known as the fission yield, γ . This fission yield depends on the energy






However, it is not only fission which can produce different daughters depending on the
neutron spectrum – neutron capture can also result in different daughter isomers. For
example, neutron capture by Americium-241 can produce either of the daughters Am-242m
or Am-242g, with probability dependent upon the captured neutron’s energy. This probability
is known as the isomeric branching ratio. Given that these daughters have differing decay
chains, presuming a fixed value of these branching ratios can induce errors in systems with
different or varying spectra (particularly in actinide isotopics and helium production). Serpent,
for example, uses fixed branching ratios by default, corresponding to a PWR spectrum. Where
energy-dependent branching ratio data is available, it is possible to calculate the condensed
value in a manner analgous to that of fission yields in Eq. (1.15) [40].
Hence, for a material with multiple nuclides, one can write the rate of change of nuclide i








⟨γσ i, jf ,φ⟩+ ⟨σ i, jc ,φ⟩+λ i, j−δi j(λ + ⟨σa,φ⟩)
]
N j (1.16)
Here the superscripts i, j above γσf, σc and λ denote the fission yields, reactions or decays
which produce nuclide i from nuclide j, while δi j is the Kronecker delta which demarcates the
terms describing nuclide i’s loss rate. The branching ratio is implicit in the cross-section σ i, jc .
If, rather than referring to Ni and N j, one refers to a vector of nuclide densities, Eq. (1.16)




where N is now a vector of nuclide densities and A is known as the burn-up matrix with
i, j-th component equal to the term in the square brackets in Eq. (1.16). This equation is
known as the Bateman equation and, for a time-independent burn-up matrix, has a formal
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solution:
N(t+∆t) = exp [A∆t]N(t) (1.18)





is a matrix exponential. The accurate evaluation of a matrix exponential
depends on the exponentiated matrix in question and can be performed by a variety of means
[74]. Given the properties of burn-up matrices, the Chebyshev Rational Approximation
Method (CRAM) has been shown to be accurate [47, 80]. However, Eq. (1.17) has also been
successfully solved by other numerical methods, including more traditional forms of ODE
solver [39, 43, 52].
Note, the above discussion applies only to a homogeneous problem: where there are
multiple co-existing burnable regions with different compositions or subjected to different
neutron fluxes, reaction rates must also be averaged over the volume of each region and
calculated separately. Otherwise, the extension is straightforward: nuclide density vectors for
separate regions may be concatenated and the burn-up matrix assumes a block diagonal form
– essentially each region may be treated entirely separately. That being said, preliminary
work has been performed on treating the nuclide spatial distribution continuously rather
than imposing a discretisation, although this is presently limited by requiring impractically
high-order functional expansions when handling geometries with strong burnable absorbers,
such as gadolinium [34].
Performing depletion calculations adds computational expense to a Monte Carlo solver
given that many additional integrals equivalent to Eqs. (1.13) must be computed for all
isotopes, transmutation and fission reactions, and burnable regions considered — this neces-
sitates multiple cross-section look-up and interpolation operations for every neutron collision
in a burnable region. Likewise, flux amplitudes must be obtained for each burnable region
using Eq. (1.14), and all fission yields must be computed with Eq. (1.15). One common
alternative is to forego scoring many individual cross-sections and instead score a fine-group
flux in each burnable region [35, 41]. This minimises computational burden, limiting the
look-up operations to determining the energy bin in which to score fluxes and eliminating
interpolations. Provided fine-group microscopic cross-sections are available corresponding to
the nuclear data used in the transport calculation, the Monte Carlo cross-section condensation,





Here g is the index of a particular energy group, φg is the flux in group g in a given burnable
region, and σr,g is the microscopic cross-section of reaction mode r in group g. Errors result
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from this discretisation, particularly due to the difficulty of discretising the resonance region
– however, these errors are relatively small with a reasonably chosen group structure and can
be minimised with a simple treatment to account for discretising resonant cross-sections [35].
This tallying method is used by Serpent [69] and Shift [77].
Discussion so far has also been limited to a constant neutron flux magnitude with a
fixed spectrum. Where these vary in time, as in a nuclear reactor, the depletion solver must
repeatedly exchange information with a transport solver, with more sophistication necessary
to obtain an accurate nuclide evolution.
1.4 Coupled Monte Carlo neutronics and depletion
The neutron transport equation, as shown in Eq. (1.8), has been written without highlighting
the inputs necessary to solve a neutronics problem: the geometry, the nuclide density field






Likewise, the Bateman equation, Eq. (1.17), assumed a constant neutron flux. Accounting




Coupled neutronics/depletion problems are governed by this non-linear system of equations
and typically assume that the timescale of nuclide evolution is extremely long in comparison
to timescales of concern in dynamic neutron transport – hence the use of the eigenvalue form
of the transport equation. These equations are also supplemented with boundary conditions
and a flux normalisation condition, given the transport equation is an eigenvalue problem.
The boundary conditions specify an initial nuclide density field and the treatment of neutrons
which reach the system boundary. The normalisation is typically decided by specifying a
fission power or powesityr density for the system. The non-linear system could be further
extended to couple thermal-hydraulics by including temperature dependence in Eq. (1.20)
and introducing the Navier-Stokes and heat conduction equations, with the power distribution
obtained from Eq. (1.20) as a heat source.
Physically, the difficulty in solving these coupled equations arises from the amplitude and
spectrum of the flux changing while a reactor is depleting – fuel is consumed and absorbing
fission products are generated, causing a flux depression in regions where the power may
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once have been high, increasing it where power was once low. Therefore, to accurately
capture these changes in spectrum and their effects on the nuclide field, a sufficiently fine time
discretisation must be used, supplemented by a judicious choice of time-stepping algorithm.
It should be emphasised that solving the transport equation is usually significantly more
computationally expensive than solving the Bateman equations, particularly when using
Monte Carlo; even when a problem features many burnable regions, Monte Carlo and
depletion tend to differ in expense by at least an order of magnitude [39]. Hence, there is
an incentive to use algorithms which require as few transport solutions as possible while
maintaining accuracy.
The simplest time-stepping algorithm – although still often applied in reactor physics
[71] – should be broadly familiar to any novice of numerical methods: the explicit Euler
scheme (or the Predictor scheme, or the Constant Extrapolation scheme (CE)). The scheme is
simple: at a point in time with a given nuclide density field, a transport solution is computed.
With this, region-wise burn-up matrices are constructed. Using a Bateman solver, each region
in the problem is burned to a future point in time, assuming fixed microscopic reaction
rates. The process is then repeated for as many time-steps as desired. This logic is shown in
Algorithm 1, where N0 is the initial nuclide density field, nsteps is the number of time-steps,
∆t is the time-step length (which typically varies across the burn-up period), and n is the
time-step index. As an aside, it has been emphasised by Isotalo that, while the scheme is
known in the literature as ‘the explicit Euler scheme’, technically, it is not equivalent to
the Euler scheme from calculus in that the nuclide density derivative changes across the
time-step (due to the changing nuclide density) [46]. Nevertheless, the name will be used
throughout this work.
Input: N0,nsteps,∆t
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
Nn+1 ← exp [An∆tn]Nn
end
Algorithm 1: Explicit Euler method.
The most obvious deficiency with the explicit Euler scheme is that it makes no account
of the change in flux spectrum over the course of a time-step. Hence, where the flux
spectrum changes significantly, large errors will result, e.g., where highly-absorbing xenon is
being rapidly evolved, where burnable absorbers are present, or where a significant portion
of fuel is consumed during a time-step. As a result, more sophisticated algorithms are
commonly employed, particularly where Monte Carlo is used as the transport solver, placing
computational efficiency at a premium.
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Chief among these is the Predictor-Corrector scheme (PC), which is also familiar to the
wider numerical methods community [79]. There are a number of variants, with one of
the most common being the Constant Extrapolation/Linear Interpolation scheme (CE/LI),
implemented in Serpent [69], ORIGEN [99], and OpenMC/OpenDeplete [51]. PC methods
normally require two transport solutions per time-step – one at the beginning-of-step (BOS)
and one at the end-of-step (EOS). In the case of CE/LI, the scheme is initially identical to
the explicit Euler scheme (hence the ‘CE’), performing a transport solve at the BOS and
using it to extrapolate forward in time. At the EOS, a new transport solution is obtained;
rather than using it to extrapolate forward in time again, it is instead used to ‘correct’ the flux
calculated at the BOS. The simple CE/LI method burns the BOS nuclide densities forward
again but using a BOS-EOS averaged burn-up matrix – the ‘Linear Interpolation’ portion
of the algorithm. The applied burn-up matrix should thus be more representative of the
flux across the time-step. The traditional CE/LI scheme is depicted in Algorithm 2. Other
depletion solvers, such as BGCORE [35], differ by re-burning from the BOS but using the
EOS burn-up matrix, then averaging the two estimates for the EOS nuclide density field.
Alternatively, the BOS can be burned forward by ∆t/2, a new transport calculation may be
performed, and these reaction rates can be taken as representative across the time-step.
Input: N0,nsteps,∆t
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
Nn+1 ← exp [An∆tn]Nn
An+1 ← ψ(Nn+1)
A← 12 (An+An+1)
Nn+1 ← exp [A∆tn]Nn
end
Algorithm 2: Predictor-Corrector method.
Although PC schemes double the computational expense per time-step due to the addi-
tional transport solution, the increased solution accuracy and feasible increase in time-step
length more than justifies the burden due to the method’s higher-order [48, 51]. However,
burnable absorbers such as gadolinium remain challenging for standard PC methods and have
historically required separate treatment [81]. Even without burnable absorbers, the accept-
able step-length must often be limited to ensure accuracy – hence, the need for higher-order
methods.
Isotalo introduced so-called ‘substep’ methods to neutronics/depletion coupling [48].
These methods work by dividing the time-step up into multiple substeps, over which nuclide
depletion is performed, updating the weighting between the BOS and EOS burn-up matrix
for each, in the case of the corrector step. By more accurately representing the change in flux
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during a time-step, this has been shown to greatly increase the accuracy of depletion [48, 49].
Sub-stepping can also be applied to the predictor step: by storing a previous BOS burn-up
matrix, a linear extrapolation of the burn-up matrix can be made during the predictor, rather
than a constant extrapolation. This is designated by Isotalo as an LE predictor, as opposed to
a CE predictor. Additionally, instead of performing a linear interpolation during the corrector,
the previous BOS burn-up matrix can be used for quadratic interpolation instead, denoted QI
rather than LI. While Isotalo recommends using LE over CE wherever possible, the choice
between LI and QI is less clear, although the latter is limited by greater memory burden and
cannot be used for discontinuous operating conditions between time-steps, e.g., a change
in power or a control rod movement [46]. The LE/LI algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Here nss is the number of substeps, s is the substep index, and wn,s, wn−1,s, and wn+1,ss are
the weights for either extrapolation or interpolation applied to the current BOS solution, the
previous BOS solution, and the EOS solution, respectively, for the given substep.
Input: N0,nsteps,∆t,nss
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
if n > 0 then
N ← Nn
























Algorithm 3: LE/LI substep method.
A further extension of substep methods is the log-linear approximation: in strongly
self-shielded geometries featuring strong absorbers, the microscopic reaction rates of the
absorbing nuclides vary logarithmically with their nuclide density. Accounting for this
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variation has been shown to improve the accuracy of problems featuring gadolinium-bearing
pins for large time-steps [16, 62].
Given that Monte Carlo calculates statistical estimates of the fluxes and cross-sections
which are subject to noise, it has been shown that a bias of a statistical nature will result in
burn-up calculations [31]. However, it has been pointed out that this bias is proportional to 1n ,
where n is the number of particles simulated, whereas statistical error is proportional to 1√n .
Therefore, in most circumstances, this bias should be small in comparison to the simulation
noise [46].
This section has dealt with the accurate prediction of nuclide densities with burn-up. How-
ever, these details are only generally applicable to small geometries which are neutronically
tightly-coupled, i.e., the major dimension of the geometry is not much larger than the neutron
mean free path length. Where this is not the case, coupled neutronics/depletion solvers may
fail to produce accurate or even physically reasonable answers [26, 28, 50, 51, 55, 56, 60].
Although this problem is most frequently noted in situations where Monte Carlo is the
transport solver, it has also been demonstrated for a simple deterministic solver [24] and is
suspected as having occurred with a nodal diffusion solver [59]. These are the numerical
instabilities with which this thesis is concerned.
1.5 What is ‘numerical instability’?
Numerical instability is different from numerical error. Returning an inaccurate solution to a
burn-up problem may mean under- or over-predicting the nuclide density of a particularly
important isotope and can be reduced by decreasing the time-step length or increasing the
order of the time-stepping scheme. Any resulting error is typically localised. Numerical
instability, on the other hand, implies a large change in the global solution behaviour which
is also driven by the time-step length and scheme. However, its occurrence is typically
more binary: for a given scheme, below some threshold time-step length, the solution will
take one form – above the threshold it will take another. This is inconvenient as, while
attempting to minimise computational cost by maximising time-step length, it is possible that
a simulation may prove to be entirely unrepresentative of reality. Monte Carlo users may find
this particularly troublesome given that the method is broadly assumed to return an excellent
approximation to reality. In computational physics, instability can usually be evaded by
decreasing the time-step length or by using an implicit solver. It is perhaps worth emphasising
that higher-order solvers do not directly provide stability. One can have a high-order explicit
solver which is accurate for large time-steps on stable problems but unstable otherwise, or
a low-order implicit solver which is inaccurate for large time-steps on every problem but
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provides an assuredly stable solution. In the present context, this will be seen in Chapter 3
and has been reported by Josey and Isotalo et al. [51, 50].
Arguably, the literature on the stability of coupled transport and depletion can be some-
what evasive when it comes to defining exactly what numerical instability is. Two confident
descriptions are found in Josey’s thesis [51] and in the paper by Densmore et al. [24]. The
former describes simple, traditional types of stability which are important for time-stepping
schemes (A- and L-stability) as well as the presently more relevant ‘Xenon Instabilities’
where the interactions between xenon and neutronics causes asymmetry to develop in a
symmetric problem – the role of xenon will be elaborated on in Section 1.6.1. The latter
describes numerical instability in terms of the excitation of higher transport solution eigen-
modes. Again this is due to an interaction between neutronics and depletion, although without
requiring the presence of a xenon-like isotope – only the presence of a fissile isotope and
a relatively weakly-absorbing but stable fission product. Both, however, refer to numerical
instability as the result of some perturbation in the problem at hand growing with time to
dominate the form of the solution. In the deterministic realm, perturbations often refer to
errors induced by a computer’s finite-precision arithmetic. Unfortunately, when applying
Monte Carlo to obtain a neutronics solution, even larger perturbations are assured due to the
presence of stochastic noise.
In many cases, the manifestation of numerical instability need not be intuitively obvious
– who is to say what the nuclide distribution should be in a complicated reactor geometry
after potentially multiple years of burn-up? Originally numerical instability was noticed as
a large oscillation of the power and xenon profiles between time-steps. However, xenon-
driven oscillations may occur naturally in real reactors, albeit, normally with a smaller (and
hopefully decaying) amplitude, typically assured by the thermal-hydraulic feedback [6].
Therefore, when attempting to interrogate numerical stability, one requires either a reference
system with a detailed evolution, or a simple system with known solution properties that may
be exploited as a measure of stability.
Physical references are problematic as, even when such a reference may be found, neu-
tronics and depletion are difficult to disentangle from the other physics occurring: inevitably,
for a system undergoing any significant burn-up, thermal conditions in the system will also
evolve. This precludes validating neutronics and depletion in isolation. Hence, references of
any complexity must be numerical.
Numerical references are also challenging, however, as they may be affected not only
by the time-step length but also differences in the depletion and transport solvers; there are
relatively few sophisticated 3D deterministic solvers which share a depletion engine with
a Monte Carlo code. One example is the VERA suite [95], produced by the Consortium
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for the Advanced Simulation of Light Water Reactors (CASL), where the 2D/1D transport
solver, MPACT [58], shares the ORIGEN depletion engine [21, 99] with the Monte Carlo
code Shift [77]. Unfortunately, this suite is under active development and export control – it
is not straightforward to obtain. Another example is the ANSWERS suite which contains the
WIMS lattice physics code and the MONK Monte Carlo solver [71, 83]. Although readily
available, these tools are sadly not viable for thorough examination given that there is little
documentation for the depletion solver and the solver is presently limited to the explicit Euler
method. Alternatively, one could, in principle, use a Monte Carlo code but take very short
time-steps to generate a reference solution. This has been attempted by others: even for
simple cases, such as a fuel pin surrounded with a coolant of uniform density, this still results
in non-physical oscillations developing [50, 51].
Thus, it seems that the only reliable means of diagnosing the occurrence of instability
is to take a relatively simple solution with known properties. The typical cases considered
are PWR fuel pins, with a height of 3.66 m and pitch of 1.26 cm, uniform coolant density,
imposing reflective boundaries radially and either reflective or vacuum boundaries axially.
The former case must have a flat power and nuclide density profile across its length while the
neutron flux increases with time, whereas the latter should have power and nuclide density as
axially symmetric with time. Admittedly, even if the problem considered is more complex
than the fuel pin, as long as it is symmetric then its stability can be definitively examined.
Some variant of the uniform or symmetric burn-up problem has been considered by most
authors directly addressing the question of burn-up stability [24, 26, 28, 50, 51, 55, 56, 60].
In each of the studies mentioned, numerical instability has been observed to some degree.
Here it is worth showing precisely what instability looks like. This is done by simulating
the PWR pin described above subject to a vacuum boundary axially, with a typical power
density of 104 W/cm3, over 180 days of burn-up using a maximum time-step length of 20
days, fuel at 5% enrichment and discretised into 10 axial equal-volume burnable regions.
A 20 cm thick homogenised water/steel reflector material surrounds the pin axially, while
the fuel has a radius of 0.4095 cm, and the cladding is natural zirconium with a thickness of
0.0655 cm. The coolant density is uniformly 0.7 g/cm3. The Monte Carlo code Serpent is
used to simulate the pin due to its integrated burn-up capabilities [69]. All neutron transport
simulations in this work used the ENDF/B-VII nuclear data libraries [17]. The Monte Carlo
simulations used 200 inactive cycles, 2000 active cycles, and 30,000 particles per cycle.
Simulations are performed using both the Euler and PC schemes and the resulting fission
power (in red/yellow) and thermal flux distribution (in blue/white) are shown in Figs. 1.2 and
1.3 with time progressing from left-to-right on each. Serpent’s reported maximum statistical
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error in the neutron flux for any given region at the initial burn-up step was no greater than
0.23%.
Fig. 1.2 Pin power/flux evolution when using the Euler scheme.
Fig. 1.3 Pin power/flux evolution when using the PC scheme.
The problem is symmetric and should remain so with burn-up (neglecting stochastic
noise). Instead, the flux/power distribution in the Euler scheme rather quickly begins to tilt
to one side of the geometry and then the other between time-steps. The PC scheme has a
less pronounced instability: the swing into asymmetry is more gradual, becoming apparent
only in the last few steps. Instability associated with the PC scheme also has the slightly
more complex behaviour of not exhibiting power oscillations but rather shifting the power
down to one side of the pin over time. The power oscillation is actually still occurring but
is obscured behind the corrector step – the swings to opposite sides between predictor and
corrector partially cancel each other out during the reaction rate averaged depletion, causing
the flux to remain tilted in one direction. In fact, if the corrector step was performed again
the oscillatory behaviour would be recovered – this is shown in Chapters 3 and 4. There is
nothing privileged about the end of the pin to which the power tilts – different simulations
with initial random number seeds will result in the power depositing itself on either side of
the pin.
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One might reasonably suggest that this appears to be a pathological problem, driven by
statistical variations in the Monte Carlo simulation breaking the symmetry. The rebuttal to
this claim is that, in the first instance, others have also observed oscillations with similar
problems when using many more particles and shorter time-steps, reducing the statistical
error while lessening its impact [51]. Secondly, it has been shown that instability can occur
even for simple deterministic cases. Namely, Densmore et al. demonstrated the appearance
of non-physical solutions modes when using a mono-energetic diffusion solver and two-
nuclide depletion chain on a 1D problem with an initially uniform composition and reflective
boundaries [24]. Finally, although more difficult to definitively diagnose as instability
behaviour, non-symmetric problems have been known to produce questionable results as
well: for a PWR assembly with non-uniform coolant density, rather than the power becoming
flat over time due to the non-uniform production of fission products, the power may peak or
oscillate dramatically, similar to what occurs in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 [60]. This behaviour can be
seen in Chapter 2. This is certainly not to suggest that Monte Carlo noise plays no role in
instability phenomenon, but it would be premature to blame it solely.
1.6 Methods for stabilising depletion
High-fidelity simulations are, of course, able to produce reasonable results. Therefore, there
must be some numerical means of achieving physically sensible solutions. The two most
common techniques are described in this section. Briefly, a third is sometimes suggested:
exploiting symmetries within the geometry. This reduces the size of the problem, eliminating
higher flux eigenmodes, and shrinking the dominance ratio (described in Chapter 2). However,
this will not be applicable to any reactor problem where, say, the coolant density is non-
uniform across the core height, or where radial asymmetries exist.
1.6.1 Enforcing xenon equilibrium
Xe-135 has the highest known thermal absorption cross-section of any nuclide, on the order
of 2,000,000 b; for comparison, U-235 has a thermal fission cross-section on the order of
600 b. Xe-135 is produced as a minor fission product and as the decay daughter of the major
fission product I-135, with a half-life of about 6.5 h. Xe-135 itself has a half-life of 9.2 h.
Due to its strong neutron absorption and significant production in fission, xenon density
is tightly coupled to neutronics and has a major impact upon reactor kinetics and control
[6]. The evolution of xenon and iodine is so fundamental to nuclear engineering that their
simplified 0D, mono-energetic kinetics equations are often presented in a first course in
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reactor physics. These are:
dI
dt
= γIΣfφ −λII (1.22)
dX
dt
= γXΣfφ +λII−σc,XφX−λXX (1.23)
where X is xenon density, I is iodine density and the other symbols correspond to the typical
notation for cross-sections, fluxes, decay constants and fission yields.
Xenon appears to be equally troublesome in burn-up simulations as it has been found that
forcing the xenon and iodine concentrations to their time-independent or equilibrium values
stabilises coupled neutronics and depletion [50]. This entails zeroing the time derivatives in








Implemented into a Monte Carlo algorithm, the above equations allow the iodine and
xenon densities in a given burnable region to be recalculated with each cycle (or over multiple
cycles) by using the fluxes and cross-sections accumulated during that period – this has
been emphasised by the use of bra-ket notation, showing which integrals the Monte Carlo
simulation must compute. The first implementation for enforcing xenon equilibrium in the
literature was by Griesheimer [38], although this was done without explicit regard to its
application in burn-up problems. Rather, it appears to have been carried out to allow Monte
Carlo to efficiently compete with the capabilities of lattice physics codes, many of which
have some form of xenon equilibrium treatment.
The stability imparted by enforcing xenon equilibrium is demonstrated in Fig. 1.4, using
the same PWR pin as described before. No oscillations are observed over the course of the
simulation. It has been noted that burn-up instability has not been reported in fast reactor
systems, presumably due to xenon having a much smaller cross-section in the fast spectrum
and thus being less tightly-coupled to neutronics [56].
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Fig. 1.4 Pin power/flux evolution when using the PC scheme while enforcing xenon
equilibrium.
The drawback of enforcing xenon equilibrium is that xenon and iodine’s evolution can no
longer be followed during a simulation – transients driven by xenon on the scale of hours
would be impossible to resolve. Additionally, in the simple problem presented by Densmore
et al., there is no xenon analogue, implying that numerical instabilities are possible even if
xenon is removed from the calculation [24]. The same is found to be the case by Isotalo
et al. [50] who reported oscillations for a pin problem when taking either 30 day or 60 day
time-steps – depending on the scheme – even while xenon equilibrium is enforced. This
work considers the stability of enforcing xenon equilibrium in Chapter 3.
When presenting the paper on xenon equilibrium at the Serpent User Group Meeting
in Berkeley [50], Isotalo also suggested the existence of numerical instabilities which are
driven by gadolinium, even while enforcing xenon equilibrium. The mechanism by which
this might occur is the following:
1. Assume that two identical regions in a problem contain a strong, fixed, burnable
absorber.
2. The flux solutions in each region should be identical but may differ due to, say, the
statistical noise or correlation of the Monte Carlo simulation.
3. Hence, one region may have a marginally higher flux and thus burn more during a
time-step.
4. On the subsequent time-step, there is less absorber and the true solution in each region
is no longer identical – now the correct solution will have a higher flux in the slightly
more burned region.
5. Thus, burnable absorber will continue to deplete at a greater rate in this region, estab-
lishing a positive feedback and a non-physical flux tilt.
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Table 1.1 Isotopic composition of the gadolinium-bearing fuel pin.











A model was developed in Serpent to investigate the proposed gadolinium instability: the
geometry (shown in Fig. 1.5) is a 3×3 lattice of PWR pins. All but the central pin are the
5% enriched UO2 pins described in Section 1.5, while the central pin contains gadolinium –
the composition of this pin is taken directly from a Serpent example input and is given in
Table 1.1. The pin pitch is 1.26 cm and the height of each pin is 365.76 cm. The coolant
density is uniform at 0.7 g/cm3 and all boundaries are reflective. Each pin is divided axially
into 10 burnable regions, while the gadolinium-bearing pin is also divided radially into 10
equal-volume regions. The assembly is burned with a standard PWR power density of 104
W/cm3 with maximum time-steps of 20 days. The LE/LI scheme is used with 20 substeps
and xenon equilibrium is enforced. Each Monte Carlo solution uses 30,000 particles per
cycle over 2,000 active cycles and 200 inactive cycles.
Two measures are used to examine the stability of the problem. The first is the eigenvalue:
if the same simulation were performed in 2D, i.e., without any axial division, no axial burn-up
oscillations can occur and thus the eigenvalue for the 3D case may be compared against
this. The 2D simulation was carried out using otherwise identical settings and the resulting
eigenvalue was taken as a reference. The difference between the two eigenvalues with time is
shown in Fig. 1.6(a). Each simulation had a maximum eigenvalue statistical error of 9 pcm.
The second measure assumes that a stable solution will generate a uniform flux axially across
a given pin in the mini-assembly. To measure how the flux profile differs from uniformity,
















(a) Radial view (b) Axial view
Fig. 1.5 Geometry of the gadolinium-bearing mini-assembly model.
Here n is the number of identical flux tally regions scored and the fluxes, φi, are integrated
across the gadolinium-bearing pins in each axial slice (as opposed to also including the radial
flux profiles). These results are shown in Fig. 1.6(b). The maximum statistical error in any
estimated flux was 0.26% of the flux’s nominal value.
Considering both stability metrics, it is apparent that the 3D simulation becomes signif-
icantly erroneous in the vicinity of day 500. The error in the eigenvalue is only relatively
slight and brief as compared to the differences in the flux distribution which remains large and
substantial for about 500 days of the simulation; previous instability investigations emphasise
the difficult of identifying numerical instability by considering the eigenvalue in isolation
[28, 60]. This instability is also limited in duration – once much of the gadolinium across
the assembly has been consumed the simulation returns to relative uniformity. The strongly
axially-peaked power/flux mesh at 400 days is shown in Fig. 1.7 – at this point in time, the
ratio of the fluxes in the top and bottom regions of the gadolinium pin is 1.74.
Repeating the same calculations but with axially-vacuum boundary conditions, the non-
physical behaviour is no longer observed, with the flux profile remaining symmetric over
time. This remains the case when the maximum time-step length is increased to 40 days.
Some simulations did begin to show a substantial deviation from symmetry but only due
to their fission source being inadequately converged. It may be the case that the reflected
system is particularly pathological as opposed to a more realistic configuration.
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(a) 2D/3D assembly eigenvalue comparison (b) Non-uniformity of the 3D flux profile
Fig. 1.6 Stability investigation of the gadolinium-bearing mini-assembly with burn-up.
Fig. 1.7 Pin power/flux distribution of the gadolinium-bearing mini-assembly after 400 days
of burn-up.
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1.6.2 The stochastic implicit Euler method
An alternative approach to spatial stability was developed by Dufek et al.: the stochastic
implicit Euler method (SIE) [27]. This is an implicit time-stepping scheme: beginning with a
transport calculation and a CE predictor, the corrector transport/depletion step is performed
for a specified number of iterations while averaging either the EOS reaction rates or nuclide
densities. The original algorithm used only the EOS reaction rates for the corrector step
when performing a depletion calculation, causing error accumulation for large time-steps or
when using many iterations – this has been remedied by later work on higher-order variants
[61, 62, 97]. The mid-point variant (SIMP) is the stochastic implicit equivalent of the PC
scheme: its reaction rate averaging algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4 while its nuclide
density averaging version is presented in Algorithm 5. An advantage of SI-schemes is that,
in principle, they should be agnostic to the nature of the burn-up instability.
Input: N0,nsteps,∆t,kmax
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
Nn+1 ← exp [An∆tn]Nn
for k = 1, ...,kmax do
A¯(k)n+1 ← ψ(Nn+1)









Nn+1 ← exp [A∆tn]Nn
end
end
Algorithm 4: Stochastic implicit mid-point method with reaction rate averaging.
Although the algorithms both calculate an average of either the reaction rates or nuclide
densities on each iteration, k, it was shown in the original paper that this can also be written





Relaxation is common in computational physics and especially the numerical solution of
partial differential equations: it is used either to ‘overcorrect’ iterative methods to accelerate
convergence or to ‘dampen’ changes imposed by iterative methods to provide stability. The
former technique is referred to as overrelaxation and sets 1 < α < 2. The stochastic implicit
methods and this thesis are concerned with stability and underrelaxation (henceforth referred
to as relaxation) where 0 < α < 1 [79]. The closer the relaxation factor is to 0, the greater
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Input: N0,nsteps,∆t,kmax
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
N(0)n+1 ← exp [An∆tn]Nn
for k = 1, ...,kmax do
An+1 ← ψ(N(k−1)n+1 )
A← 12 (An+An+1)
N¯kn+1 ← exp [A∆tn]Nn






Algorithm 5: Stochastic implicit mid-point method with nuclide density averaging.
the stability imposed, albeit at the cost of slower convergence. On the other hand, a lighter
relaxation where α is close to one may not produce a stable solution.
In the original paper this averaging is described as an advantage because it allows
all solutions to contribute equally to the final result. However, this is not an inherently
worthwhile outcome. In fact, when performing a relaxation, one typically seeks to maximise
the relaxation factor to allow for faster convergence – the smaller its value, the more prolonged
is the convergence. Relaxation is covered in more detail in Section 3.2.
This variable relaxation factor has been applied to coupling Monte Carlo neutronics with
thermal-hydraulics as well [94]. One apparent benefit of this is, when an error criterion
between iterations is employed, the SIE may appear to have a much better error convergence
as compared to using a fixed relaxation factor. This is actually somewhat deceptive: all Monte
Carlo solutions will be subject to a basic level of noise, limiting convergence. However, if the
relaxed variable (either the temperature or nuclide density field) is obtained by a deterministic
solver, SI schemes will ensure that they converge to some fixed vector. This is because the
relaxation factor approaches zero after many iterations, decreasing the marginal contribution
to the final value of the relaxed field over time. Hence, one should naturally expect excellent
‘convergence’ behaviour compared to other schemes which might be subject to even a small
degree of noise.
As mentioned, SI schemes perform a specified number of iterations on the EOS. There
is currently no widely adopted convergence criterion or heuristic for deciding how many
iterations should be performed although cases in the literature – as well as the users of Serpent
– seem to adopt 10 iterations at the very minimum to achieve stability on the likes of a fuel
pin or assembly problem [27, 51, 62, 63]. One might imagine many iterations on a Monte
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Carlo solution for a single time-point to pose a significant computational challenge, but this
is seemingly not as dramatic as might be expected: Serpent provides the option of using
fewer particles and cycles during the EOS iteration and even using the source distribution
from the previous iteration to reduce the number of inactive cycles.
The SIE’s performance is demonstrated in Figs. 1.8 and 1.9 when using 5 and 10 iterations,
respectively, for the same pin problem as above. The number of active histories simulated
during each corrector iteration was reduced by a factor of 5 or 10 by reducing the number
of generations. The number of inactive histories remained the same on the first corrector
iteration but were subsequently reduced by a factor of 4, justified by passing the fission
source distribution from one iteration to the next to begin from a nearly converged solution.
Fig. 1.8 Pin power/flux evolution when using the SIE scheme with 5 iterations.
Fig. 1.9 Pin power/flux evolution when using the SIE scheme with 10 iterations.
Although both solutions appear relatively stable as compared to Figs. 1.2 and 1.3, there
is, in fact, a mild flux asymmetry beginning to develop just noticeably by the final time-point
in Fig. 1.9. This is intriguing as it appears to suggest that more SIE iterations can worsen the
solution, at least when attempting to preserve the total active histories simulated at the EOS.
To highlight this, the relative errors of the fluxes in axially symmetric nodes are shown in
Fig. 1.10, and compared against the simulation above where xenon equilibrium was enforced.
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The numbering of the symmetric nodes runs from the outermost (1) to innermost (5). At all
but the centre-two nodes, there is a greater relative error when using the SIE (with 5 or 10
iterations) than when simply enforcing xenon equilibrium. The greater peripheral error may
be partially attributable to the vacuum boundaries terminating neutron histories, resulting in
fewer events being scored, increasing statistical error [92]. However, instability is typically
observed as the growth of an anti-symmetric mode, also contributing to the greater error
towards the periphery – seemingly quite strongly when using the SIE with 10 iterations. The
only obvious suggestion for why the SIE with 5 iterations performs better than that with
10 is due to scoring higher statistics during each corrector transport solution, to which the
stabilising properties may be sensitive. Perhaps more iterations would stabilise the problem
successfully provided greater statistics were used for each corrector step. Nevertheless, it
appears that the optimal number of iterations and necessary computational effort is difficult
to determine a priori.
Fig. 1.10 Relative error in symmetric flux values for a PWR pin burned for 180 days when
using the SIE scheme or enforcing xenon equilibrium.
1.7 Statement of objectives and thesis organisation
Both the stochastic approximation and enforcing xenon equilibrium work to stabilise deple-
tion problems, although neither is wholly reliable. This stems, in part, from the nature of
burn-up instabilities not being entirely understood – most previous studies merely highlight
the existence of these instabilities under various conditions, often attempting to isolate their
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cause only by varying time-step lengths or applying a different depletion scheme. The
basic objective of this thesis is, therefore, to better understand what causes this non-physical
behaviour. In doing so, a second objective may be achieved: it may be possible to suggest
more efficient means of dealing with challenging burn-up problems and to articulate when or
why different methods might fail. The resulting thesis is predominantly targeted towards the
developers of Monte Carlo reactor physics software and those intimately familiar with its
use in complex problems. That being said, it is hoped that the foregoing discussion on the
occurrence and avoidance of instability – as well as subsequent emphasis on judicious choice
of Monte Carlo settings – will be of some use to the average Monte Carlo code user.
The first attempt to interrogate the nature of burn-up instabilities is made by adding
additional parameters to earlier burn-up studies, namely, the Monte Carlo settings. Previous
works rarely – and, sometimes, dismissively – address the role of the Monte Carlo solver
in causing burn-up instabilities, although none have explicitly investigated this. Chapter 2
aims to fill this gap by exploring how Monte Carlo settings interact with time-step, coupling
scheme, and geometry in causing instabilities. This will attempt to determine what – if any –
role they play in previous reports of non-physical behaviour. This chapter largely follows the
author’s first publication [20].
With insights gained from Chapter 2, Chapter 3 attempts to address the second objective
by optimising the use of implicit schemes for achieving stable solutions with minimal
computational expense. The stochastic implicit methods are the de facto stable coupling
schemes applied to Monte Carlo neutronics and depletion, but they are neither unique
nor necessarily optimal. Hence, variations on implicit methods are explored and their
performances are discussed. This chapter follows the author’s second publication [19]. The
effect of enforcing xenon equilibrium alongside an iterated corrector step is also investigated
to examine how different ‘stable’ depletion methods interact.
To-date, perhaps the most thorough theoretical analysis of depletion instabilities has been
performed by Densmore et al. [24], and Chapter 4 follows in that vein. By extending their
analysis, even for a simple system, additional understanding of burn-up instabilities and how
they manifest with different coupling schemes can be attained.
Chapter 5 summarises the thesis findings, proposes an explanation for the various oc-
currences of burn-up instabilities, and suggest future work in coupling Monte Carlo with
depletion and additional physics.
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Chapter 2
Neutron clustering as a driver of
burn-up instability
The problems in which burn-up instabilities are noted to occur are typically large, spatially-
decoupled, and possess a high dominance ratio. These properties have long been known to
pose a challenge for Monte Carlo methods. This chapter discusses the recently discovered
phenomenon of neutron clustering – noted to occur in such problems – and examines how it
affects the behaviour of burn-up calculations on long and short time-scales.
2.1 Correlation in Monte Carlo neutron transport
Monte Carlo methods have long been known to under-estimate the error of their results
[9]. This is due to the phenomenon of ‘inter-generational correlation’. When accumulating
statistics for the eigenvalue, reaction rates, etc., most Monte Carlo codes assume that all
samples of an event occur independently of one another. This is not strictly true due to the
generational algorithm used wherein one generation of particles produces the subsequent
generation, i.e., particle generations are correlated. This means that the central limit theorem
no longer applies and the true standard deviation does not decrease as 1√n , where n is the
number of generations. The extent of this correlation is determined by a given problem’s
dominance ratio. The dominance ratio is defined as the ratio of the fundamental and first





where k0 is the fundamental eigenvalue, keff. The closer the dominance ratio is to unity,
the greater the correlation between generations. For one-dimensional, one-group diffusion
problems with reflective boundaries, it is quite straightforward to estimate the dominance
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ratio – more complex problems require numerical methods. For PWR pins, the dominance
ratio can be on the order of 0.95 or greater [30], whereas, for a PWR core (like the BEAVRS
benchmark [44]), the dominance ratio is on the order of 0.996 [42]. The non-ideal conver-
gence of Monte Carlo error estimates is thoroughly analysed and discussed in Herman’s PhD
thesis [42].
A recently revealed aspect of correlation in Monte Carlo simulation is the presence
of spatial correlations, or neutron clustering, as well as the above discussed ‘temporal
correlations’ [22, 29, 32, 76, 93, 102]. Put simply, during a Monte Carlo simulation, neutrons
may die anywhere, either through capture or leakage. On the other hand, where neutrons
are born, they are born together in fission, which produces two or more neutrons at each
occurrence. In the first generation of the simulation there is no spatial correlation between
neutrons, each having been placed by sampling from an initial guess distribution. Spatial
correlation is introduced as multiple neutrons are born together in subsequent generations.
In the extreme case, a Monte Carlo simulation may begin with the correct fission source
distribution but ultimately converge towards an entirely different distribution as the spatial
correlation begins to dominate over many generations [32, 93].
It has been demonstrated by both Dumonteil et al. and Sutton and Mittal that simulating
more particles per generation tends to reduce the degree of spatial correlation. This was
derived for a continuous time representation of the Monte Carlo algorithm, as well as for
a more exactly analogous generation-based problem [32, 93]. How many particles one
should use to reduce the effects of clustering is dependent upon the system being simulated.
Intuitively, the occurrence of clustering can be understood as depending upon the ease with
which a neutron may traverse the system and the density of neutrons per unit volume. If a
neutron family can traverse a geometry in few generations then relatively few neutrons will be
required to prevent under-sampling of the problem. This depends on both the geometric size
of the system and its material properties, or the macroscopic cross-sections of the materials.
Encoding the above logic, Dumonteil et al. use a ‘hand-waving’ (in their own words)
means of estimating the number of neutrons one should simulate which is reported as being
in accordance with their Monte Carlo simulations [32]. The prescription – for a problem
with characteristic length L and neutron mean free path l – is that one should simulate many
more than N particles where N is given by:
N = (L/l)3 (2.2)
Therefore, when simulating a 4 m tall PWR pin where the mean free path is approximately 6
cm, many more than 300,000 particles per generation are necessary to avert clustering. With
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this number in mind, it is elucidating to examine previous reports of numerical instability in
coupled Monte Carlo neutronics/depletion simulations.
That said, DeMulatier et al. [22] derive a different estimate for geometries with reflecting
boundaries, subject to neutron diffusion, and accounting for the effect of population control
in the Monte Carlo algorithm:
N = (L/M)2 (2.3)
In this equation, M2 represents the neutron migration area, which, for a a PWR, is about 56
cm2. Using these values, for the same 4 m pin, one should simulate on the order of 10,000
particles per generation. On the other hand, Nowak et al. [76] find about 500,000 particles
per generation adequate to quench clustering in such a problem. Even so, this estimate is
based on attaining an acceptably small standard deviation of the neutron centre of mass
during the Monte Carlo simulation – it is not clear how to determine the extent of fluctuation
that is acceptable for a given problem.
Another aspect of clustering directly relating to Monte Carlo settings was provided
by Sutton & Mittal. In particular, simulating additional cycles tend to worsen the results
obtained due to increasing correlation [93]. This increased correlation stems from more
neutron ‘families’ dying off over generations such that, by the conclusion of the simulation,
it is possible that all neutrons descend from only one neutron in the initial guess population.
Although such an occurrence is extreme, excessively many generations may negatively affect
simulation results.
2.2 A survey of prior depletion studies
A number of authors have reported Monte Carlo burn-up instabilities; Table 2.1 summarises
some prominent studies focused specifically or substantially on instability. A few additional
points of clarification are needed. First, all geometries considered are either PWR pins or
assemblies with standard power densities of 104 W/cm3 and radially reflective boundaries –
axially, the boundaries were either vacuum and reflective.
Second, all problems used between 8 and 16 axially-discretised regions. Differences in
discretisation will certainly affect the accuracy of the calculations but, presently, there has
not been much suggestion that the degree of discretisation affects the stability of the problem
– excluding the extreme case of a single burnable region.
Third, all but two problems considered used a uniform coolant density distribution, for
ease of stability diagnosis. The two which used a realistic, non-symmetric coolant profile
were Dufek et al. (2013) and Kotlyar & Shwageraus (2013) [28, 60]. The former study
considers two geometries: it is only the assembly which has a non-symmetric coolant density.
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As discussed in Section 1.5, this makes the diagnosis of instability difficult and is presumably
why the two studies examining the same problem and applying very similar statistics differ
on the value of the unstable time-step. Examining the papers, the former notes an oscillation
in the flux and xenon density when 5 day time-steps are used, although this is ambiguous in
that it may be a physical phenomenon. More convincingly, the latter identifies a divergence
between the eigenvalues obtained when increasing the time-step length from 25 days to 50
days.
With these caveats covered, and noting that, by the estimate of Dumonteil et al., one
requires many more than 260,000 particles per generation for a 3.66 m PWR pin, it is clear
that each of the previous works have used an insufficient number of particles to eliminate
the effects of clustering. Indeed, a PWR pin with reflective axial boundaries is precisely the
geometry featured in the Dumonteil et al. paper first highlighting the presence of clustering
in Monte Carlo simulations [32]. The only exceptions may be Dufek et al. and Kotlyar &
Shwageraus [28, 60] who have used nearly as many particles as recommended by Nowak
et al. (500,000) [76], albeit for problems with vacuum boundaries, for which this number
may be an underestimate. There is also relatively little consistency between the reported
unstable time-step lengths, implying a stochastic component to the instability. That being
said, some studies only used a single step-length without varying the value to observe a
change in behaviour.
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2.3 Investigating the effects of clustering in typical burn-
up problems
To investigate the effects of clustering on burn-up, a number of coupled simulations were
performed where, for each Monte Carlo solution, the same total number of particle histories
were followed while the number of particles per cycle was varied. This was done while
varying the total particles histories and only the active particle histories; as Sutton and
Mittal have shown, simulating excessively many generations tends to increase the degree
of correlation [93]. Therefore, preserving the total number of histories while varying the
population size would result in simulating many inactive cycles. Experience suggests that
the number of inactive cycles required for the Shannon entropy to reach stationarity is
independent of the number of particles simulated per generation. Hence, simulating further
inactive cycles only serves to penalise simulations using fewer particles per generation. If
neutron clustering does not drive non-physical results, then both sets of simulations should be
similarly affected due to simulating the same number of active particles and, thus, achieving
similar results with the same degree of statistical error. On the other hand, if clustering does
play a role, then the set of simulations following the same total number of histories should
attain a greater asymmetry by inducing clustering to a greater extent.
The geometry considered was a PWR pin, identical to that in Section 1.5. However, two
versions were simulated: the first had a uniform coolant density, as described previously
– the other used a non-uniform coolant density, adapted from [60] and shown in Fig. 2.1.
The different coolant density profiles were used in order to determine whether clustering is
important only as a mechanism for breaking symmetry. If so, varying the number of particles
per generation would produce different results only for the uniform coolant density problem.
The number of particles per cycle were 3,000,000, 300,000, and 30,000. Correspondingly,
when preserving the total histories simulated, the number of active/inactive cycles used were
50/100, 500/1,000, and 5,000/10,000. When preserving only the number of active histories
simulated, the number of inactive cycles for all simulations was instead set to 100.
Both the Euler and PC schemes were applied to two burn-up schedules – one with a
maximum time-step of 20 days, the other with a maximum time-step of 40 days. Each
burn-up simulation was performed three times with a different seed to account for differences
due to stochastic phenomena. This is, admittedly, relatively few simulations – this was due
to constraints on computational resources. Nevertheless, the number of simulations appears
sufficient to highlight some qualitative trends.
All simulations were performed using Serpent v2.1.30. To accelerate burn-up calculations,
Serpent allows passing the fission source from one time-point to another, in order to reduce
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Fig. 2.1 Realistic coolant density profile for a PWR pin.
the number of inactive cycles necessary to achieve source convergence. This was not done
here in case the fission source from one time-point should be contaminated by clustering and
correlation – all simulations, at all time-points, at the BOS and EOS, began from a uniform
source distribution guess.
Both problems require some metric allowing assertions to be made about their stability
under different circumstances. For the uniform coolant density pin, the asymmetry of the
problem was used; as mentioned previously, the problem should remain symmetric if stable.
Therefore, solutions which begin to show some degree of asymmetry must be erroneous.
This can be measured with any quantity produced by the simulation, such as a nuclide density.
Here it is measured using the one-group scalar fluxes in each region. Specifically, at a given








where φi is the scalar flux in region i, max(φ) is the maximum value of the flux at the given
time-point, and | · | denotes the magnitude. For a non-symmetric problem, there is no property
of the solution which may be exploited as an error measure; if two solutions differ, one cannot
definitively say which is correct. In this chapter, one solution will be chosen as a ‘reference’
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where φ ref denotes the reference solution. The reference used will be one of the 3,000,000
particle simulations given that they should be least contaminated by clustering.
2.3.1 Uniform coolant density PWR pin
The flux asymmetry for the explicit Euler and PC simulations using 20 day maximum time-
steps are shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Note that each line colour corresponds to a
different number of particles per generation, as shown in the legend, while each line style
(unbroken, circled, or dashed) represents a different initial seed used for the given number of
particles per generation. This convention is used throughout the remainder of Section 2.3.1.
and through Section 2.3.2.
The first observation is that, whether for Euler or PC, using 30,000 or 300,000 particles
per generation produces quite variable results. Nearly all simulations, with both schemes,
reach a significant state of asymmetry, although the ascent in asymmetry begins at different
times, with variable rates. For example, the green circled simulation remains quite symmetric
for a long period before becoming only slightly asymmetric towards the end. Even so, there
is still striking similarity between otherwise completely different runs: note, for example, the
red and green dashed lines in Fig. 2.2(a) which track each other remarkably, despite using
different numbers of particles per generation. Regardless of when the asymmetry growth
begins, it appears that all asymmetric solutions converge to the same state – inspecting the
final flux profiles seems to confirm this, the main differences between the solutions being
whether or not they are in phase with each other. This is apparently random and independent
of the number of particles per generation: the same behaviour was observed qualitatively
when running simulations with fewer particles and lower statistics, with neither side of the
geometry obviously privileged. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.4, showing the final flux
profiles in Fig. 2.2(a). That said, there is a difference between PC and Euler in that the former
appears more stable over a number of runs given the extent of asymmetry is not as large as
with Euler.
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(a) Total histories (b) Active histories
Fig. 2.2 Flux asymmetry with time when depleting a PWR pin with uniform coolant density
using the explicit Euler scheme, with a 20 day maximum time-step, and varying the number
of particles per generation while preserving the total particle histories (left) and active
particle histories (right).
(a) Total histories (b) Active histories
Fig. 2.3 Flux asymmetry with time when depleting a PWR pin with uniform coolant density
using the PC scheme, with a 20 day maximum time-step, and varying the number of
particles per generation while preserving the total particle histories (left) and active particle
histories (right).
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Fig. 2.4 Final axial flux profiles corresponding to Fig. 2.2(a).
It is also noticeable from Figs. 2.2(b) and 2.3(b) that the asymmetry growth is much
reduced by preserving only active histories, simulating the same number of inactive cycles
across all runs, whether for the Euler or the PC scheme. There are two explanations
for this: the first is that, although 100 inactive cycles are adequate for converging the
source distribution when the problem is symmetric (and relatively flat due to fission product
poisoning), when asymmetric solution modes are excited, this may no longer be sufficient.
Therefore, the results may be partially contaminated by the flat source guess distribution,
dampening the asymmetry growth. On the other hand, this may be partially attributable to the
predictions of Sutton and Mittal wherein simulating excessively many particle generations
will tend to exacerbate clustering [93]. In future, this should be addressed using a source
convergence acceleration method, minimising the number of inactive cycles necessary while
also achieving adequate convergence from an initial uniform source guess.
There is also the observation that using many particles per generation does appear to result
in relatively stable, symmetric solutions. However, there is an interesting occurrence for the
3,000,000 particle simulations in Fig. 2.2(a): over time, the asymmetry grows, albeit much
more slowly than any of the cases using fewer particles per generation. The most obvious
explanation is that the explicit Euler scheme applied to this problem and using a time-step
length of 20 days is numerically unstable – as in the simple case described by Densmore et
al., higher solution modes are gradually excited over time [24]. This is as opposed to the
cases using fewer particles which produce significantly biased transport solutions, falling
into the asymmetric state much more quickly. On the other hand, numerical instability does
not appear to be a problem for the PC scheme for this problem with a time-step length of 20
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days. However, it may simply be that the growth of other solutions modes is so gradual in
this case as to be unnoticeable in the number of time-steps taken.
The flux asymmetries for the explicit Euler and PC schemes, when the maximum time-
step length is 40 days, are shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. With either scheme, the
behaviour appears broadly consistent with the 20 day time-step cases. The most interesting
discrepancy may be the behaviour of the 3,000,000 particle cases with the Euler scheme,
each showing substantial asymmetry growth with time. The circled case even shows greater
asymmetry than a 300,000 particles run for about the first 80 days of simulation, although the
latter suddenly becomes asymmetric thereafter. This lends credence to the suggestion above
that two effects drive Monte Carlo depletion simulations towards non-physical solutions:
one stochastic and often driven by clustering, the other essentially deterministic, causing a
gradual magnification of error, even at the level of floating point arithmetic.
(a) Total histories (b) Active histories
Fig. 2.5 Flux asymmetry with time when depleting a PWR pin with uniform coolant density
using the explicit Euler scheme, with a 40 day maximum time-step, and varying the number
of particles per generation while preserving the total particle histories (left) and active
particle histories (right).
Another difference between the 20 day and 40 day schemes is apparent from the PC
results. In all cases where 20 day steps were taken, by the end of the simulation, the
asymmetry in cases using fewer than 3,000,000 particles per generation was still growing.
With 40 day steps on the other hand, the asymmetry develops more readily, apparently
plateauing in some cases, despite there only being one additional burn-up step. Therefore,
even if numerical stability precisely in the vein of Densmore et al. [24] is not a concern
(given the 3,000,000 particle simulations appear symmetric), larger time-steps more readily
excite a clustered simulation into producing non-physical solutions.
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(a) Total histories (b) Active histories
Fig. 2.6 Flux asymmetry with time when depleting a PWR pin with uniform coolant density
using the PC scheme, with a 40 day maximum time-step, and varying the number of
particles per generation while preserving the total particle histories (left) and active particle
histories (right).
Comparing the preservation of total and active histories when taking 40 day time-steps,
there is an interesting occurrence: when preserving total histories, there is little difference
between simulations using 30,000 or 300,000 particles per generation with respect to the
onset and extent of asymmetry. However, preserving active histories, Figs. 2.5(b) and 2.6(b)
seem to show that the 300,000 particles per generation simulations are not as prone to
asymmetry as the 30,000 simulations. In particular, the 300,000 particle simulations broadly
tend to become asymmetric at a later time than the 30,000 particle simulations. This may be
due to more particles and fewer generations sufficiently lessening the extent of correlation
in the 300,000 particle simulations when preserving active histories – when preserving the
total histories, the factor of 10 difference in the number of inactive cycles will have increased
correlation, perhaps to the extent to negate the larger number of particles. However, this
would require many more simulations to assert definitively.
2.3.2 Non-uniform coolant density PWR pin
In these investigations, one modification was made to the prescribed particle settings given
above: as the Shannon entropy for the 3,000,000 particle cases did not appear fully converged
within 100 inactive cycles, the number was increased to 200. This is not imagined to
significantly affect the conclusions given that subsequent time points (where fission products
have flattened the source profile) did converge within 100 inactive cycles and the final
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results appeared qualitatively identical. The same was done for the other simulations which
preserved only the number of active histories.
For 20 day maximum time-step length, both the flux errors as defined by Eq. (2.5) and
the end-of-burn-up flux profiles are presented for the explicit Euler scheme in Figs. 2.7 and
2.8. For the PC scheme, these are presented in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. The end-of-burn-up flux
profiles are presented in order to highlight differences in the flux profile between different
cases, given that properties of the true flux profile cannot be deduced a priori. Note that
the blue dashed line does not appear in graphs featuring the error, but does appear in those
for the flux profile. This is because it is the solution chosen as the reference profile when
applying Eq. (2.5).
Fig. 2.7 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the explicit Euler scheme, with a 20 day
maximum time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the
total particle histories.
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Fig. 2.8 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the explicit Euler scheme, with a 20 day
maximum time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the
active particle histories.
Fig. 2.9 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the PC scheme, with a 20 day maximum
time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the total
particle histories.
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Fig. 2.10 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the PC scheme, with a 20 day maximum
time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the active
particle histories.
For the Euler scheme, the error in the simulations using fewer particles initially diverges
from the 3,000,000 particle cases by a large margin, showing that the solutions are markedly
different. However, the errors ultimately begin to shrink back to zero. This appears only to
be the case due to the reference solution, the dashed blue line in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8, beginning
to converge towards the same solution as achieved by the simulations using fewer particles.
Note the blue circled line in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8: its error begins to diverge but, in actuality, it is
converging more slowly towards the ‘unstable’ state than is the reference solution, as can be
seen from the plot of the final flux distributions.
This behaviour is significantly different as compared to the uniform coolant density case
– previously using many particles per generation with the explicit Euler scheme managed to
maintain a physically reasonable solution, whereas in these cases all Euler solutions transition
markedly towards a peaked, non-physical solution, albeit slightly more slowly when using
many particles per generation. This also holds when preserving only the number of active
particles simulated. From Fig. 2.8, the simulations using fewer particles per generation fall
into error more rapidly according to their L1 error evolution.
More striking are the results from the PC scheme where, by the end of the simulations,
two distinct sets of solutions exist. The simulations using fewer particles appear to have
reached a distinctly peaked state, whereas the 3,000,000 cases obtain a much flatter profile.
Within these two sets of solutions, all cases appear to be, qualitatively, quite consistent. This
demonstrates that clustering can affect burn-up simulations significantly, even in cases which
do not have a symmetry to be broken. This applied when preserving either total or active
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histories, albeit, again, the error in the 300,000 particles per generation cases appears to grow
slightly more slowly than the 30,000 particles per generation cases when preserving active
histories.
Using 40 day maximum time-steps, the results for the explicit Euler are presented in
Figs. 2.11 and 2.12, while the PC results are shown in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14. In this case,
the behaviour of the Euler and PC schemes is nearly identical: the clustered simulations
begin to diverge initially (while the time steps are still relatively short), before the 3,000,000
simulations begin to gravitate towards the very same solution, with all ultimately reaching
the same state. Although, as with the uniform coolant case implying the instability of
Euler scheme using 3,000,000 particles, these results confirm that this is equally the case
for the PC scheme, subject to long time-steps and an asymmetric coolant profile. Hence,
although clustering must be accounted for, it does not rule out the existence of true numerical
instabilities, limiting time-step length or necessitating the use of implicit coupling schemes.
Fig. 2.11 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the explicit Euler scheme, with a 40 day
maximum time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the
total particle histories.
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Fig. 2.12 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the explicit Euler scheme, with a 40 day
maximum time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the
active particle histories.
Fig. 2.13 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the PC scheme, with a 40 day maximum
time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the total
particle histories.
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Fig. 2.14 Relative flux errors with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with non-uniform coolant density using the PC scheme, with a 40 day maximum
time-step, and varying the number of particles per generation while preserving the active
particle histories.
2.4 Clustering and the simulation of xenon transients
Although most practical burn-up problems are concerned with reactor behaviour over days,
months, and years, there is reason to consider shorter time-scales. The most obvious example
would be when investigating a xenon transient. Unfortunately, a number of studies have
demonstrated that similar difficulties arise here: both Isotalo et al. and Josey have shown that,
considering a 4 m tall PWR pin with uniform coolant density and fully-reflective boundaries
with short time-steps (15 minutes for Isotalo et al., unspecified by Josey, although apparently
about 3 hours), an oscillatory solution also begins to develop [50, 51].
The beginning of these xenon oscillations occurs randomly, as can be seen from Fig. 1 in
the paper by Isotalo et al., suggesting a stochastic element – this figure has been reproduced
here as Fig. 2.15. Intriguingly, Isotalo et al. also consider a fuel pin with differences in
enrichment along its length. The results for this are also shown in their Fig. 1. What is
remarkable about the results presented are that a number of independent simulations agree
on the timing of the flux oscillation – but one simulation does not, and is noticeably offset
in its oscillation by about 3 hours, in spite of the very short (15 minute) time-step that was
used. This implies that even problems which need not be concerned with statistics breaking
symmetry are susceptible to erroneous results driven by stochastic phenomena – oscillations
are expected to occur in different realisations of this case, but they should occur in phase
with each other. Although Josey suggests that the phenomenon has some physical basis,
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Chapter3/Figs/isotalo.jpg
Fig. 2.15 Flux in a burnable region with 0 (left) and 0.1 (right) pp enrichment differences
and 15 min steps without equilibrium xenon [50].
oscillations in a completely uniform problem can only be spurious – the oscillation can only
be induced by a perturbation or an asymmetry not present in either the neutron transport
equation or the Bateman equation. This suggestion may be motivated by Josey’s application
of the SIE scheme to the problem – this also produces an oscillatory result. There is the
implication (based on Josey’s Table 1.1) that 10 SIE iterations were used, although this is not
explicitly stated.
Xenon oscillations do occur in real systems [6], but they are caused by, for example,
control rod movements which are asymmetric. In this system the asymmetry is an artefact
of the Monte Carlo transport solver – potentially some combination of limited numerical
precision, stochastic noise, and correlation in the estimators. If an infinite number of neutrons
were simulated each generation, the transport equation would be solved exactly (albeit still
within the limits of numerical precision) and one would not so readily anticipate oscillations.
However, with a limited number of neutrons each generation, Monte Carlo does not exactly
solve the transport equation. On the other hand, if one imagined a different physical reality
where neutrons were born, transported, and absorbed together in large packets such that
reactors only contained on the order of thousands-to-millions of ‘free’ neutron packets at
any point in time, the transport equation would not be sufficient to model the neutronics of
such a reactor and one might anticipate purely stochastically-driven oscillations as a physical
phenomenon.
Nevertheless, these results are concerning: it would appear that Monte Carlo simula-
tions cannot reliably reproduce a xenon transient. This sentiment is echoed by Isotalo et
al. who claim that it is ‘impossible, not just unpractical[sic]’ to remove spurious oscillations,
highlighting the need for a stabilising scheme – enforcing xenon equilibrium in their case.
However, both of these studies used relatively few particles per generation: Isotalo et
al. used 1000 neutrons over 5,000 active cycles with the PC scheme, while Josey used
128,000 neutrons over 2,500 active cycles with the explicit Euler scheme (12,800 neutrons
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over 2,500 active cycles with the SIE scheme). As discussed above, clustering effects are
likely to have contaminated the transport solutions. Hence, it is worth briefly investigating
what effect clustering might have played in the results.
The investigations were done by taking the same model as used in Section 2.3 with a
uniform coolant density. The only modifications made were to truncate the problem by
removing the reflectors, and enforcing reflective boundaries, rather than vacuum. This
problem is slightly shorter than that simulated by Isotalo et al. and Josey, at 3.66 m rather
than 4 m, and also uses 10 rather than their 8 burnable regions. It is not imagined that either
of these discrepancies affects the conclusions significantly.
The problem was burned with 1 hour time-steps up to 4 days of total burn-up using the
explicit Euler scheme only. Three population settings were used: 3,000,000 particles per
cycle with 50 active cycles and 100 inactive cycles, 30,000 particles per cycle with 5,000
active cycles and 10,000 inactive cycles, and 30,000 particles per cycle with 500 active
cycles and 100 inactive cycles. The first two choices of settings were used to delineate the
effects of clustering while preserving the total number of histories. The third set was used to
demonstrate what might occur if ‘common practice’ is applied without regard for clustering.
















Here, as above, φi is the scalar flux in region i at a given point in time. This flux error is
presented in Fig. 2.16. To provide some additional context, both the xenon density and flux
in the left-most burnable region are shown in Fig. 2.17. The ‘CP’ used in the legends denotes
the ‘common practice’ simulation settings.
The results show that the case using many neutrons per generation develops only a
minor flux error, while the two simulations using fewer particles per generation (even with
one preserving the total number of histories) both begin to deviate substantially over time,
dipping only as the flux oscillates from one extreme to the other. In fact, simulating more
histories with fewer particles per generation appears to produce non-physical results more
quickly as compared to the common practice simulation. This may be entirely by chance,
but it demonstrates that using more particle histories alone is no guarantee of increased
fidelity. Indeed, far fewer histories were simulated here than by Josey: both the 3,000,000
and 30,000 particle cases tracked approximately 150,000,000 active histories while Josey
followed 640,000,000 [51]. Even so, the 3,000,000 particles per generation case reproduces
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Fig. 2.16 Flux error when depleting a PWR pin with reflective boundaries using 1 hour
time-steps with the explicit Euler scheme.
the results that would be expected: xenon increases initially before saturating at a constant
level. Over longer times, one would expected to observe the flux increasing noticeably as
fissile isotopes are consumed (in order to maintain a constant power), although this is not
readily apparent over the quite brief period considered. Otherwise, the flux is apparently
uniform across the geometry at all times. This appears to confirm that Monte Carlo neutron
transport coupled with depletion can accurately follow a xenon transient, even when using
the explicit Euler method.
Identical simulations were repeated for the same problem but featuring vacuum bound-
aries. The results were similar, albeit less dramatic: oscillations occur, but of a much smaller
amplitude. As with the reflective case, simulating more particles per cycle appears to prevent
their occurrence over the time-scales simulated.
2.5 Clustering and the gadolinium-bearing assembly
Section 1.6.1 highlighted the non-physical results obtained when simulating a mini-assembly
containing gadolinium, subject to fully reflective boundary conditions. This problem, too,
can be re-examined given an awareness of neutron clustering.
Recall that, in simulating this problem, xenon equilibrium was enforced, removing
clustering-induced xenon oscillations as a potential cause of the instability. The mechanism
by which gadolinium instability manifests was already described in Section 1.6.1: succinctly,
a small error in the flux causes a positive feedback through increasing the local gadolinium
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Fig. 2.17 Xenon density (left) and flux (right) in the left-most burnable region of a PWR pin
with reflective boundaries when depleted with 1 hour time-steps using the explicit Euler
scheme.
depletion and increasing the local flux. The suggestion in the current section is that clustering
effects and correlation are largely responsible for asymmetries in the reaction rates, more so
than statistical noise. Hence, minimising clustering should prevent or, at least, reduce the
instability.
The mini-assembly problem from Section 1.6.1 was simulated with various particle
settings. First were the settings show before (30,000 particles for 2,000 active cycles, 200
inactive), followed by a simulation using large generations settings while preserving the
number of active histories: 3,000,000 particles for 20 active cycles and 200 inactive.
Alongside these two simulations were two which used the same active settings (with a
large and small generation size) but reduced the number of inactive cycles substantially. These
low inactive settings are justifiable in that the problem is axially uniform and therefore the
axial component of the initial (uniform) source guess is correct. Hence, source convergence
in this problem reduces to resolving the radial component which should be much easier than
for the axial given the much smaller dimension (the assembly has a pitch of 3.78 cm and a
height of 3.66 m).
Both the non-uniformity of these solutions (calculated using Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) as done
in Sections 1.6.1 and 2.4) and their deviation from the 2D eigenvalue are shown in Fig. 2.18.
The maximum eigenvalue error reported by all simulations 9 pcm.
From the results it appears that reducing clustering and correlation effects do appear to
lessen and eventually negate the observed instability – simulating either more particles or
fewer particle generations tends to reduce the eventual eigenvalue error and nonuniformity
of the flux. Apparently this problem is extremely sensitive to correlation-induced errors
in the eigenvector given that there is a significant difference in behaviour between the
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3,000,000 particle cases; an additional 180 inactive cycles is enough to trigger the instability.
Furthermore, brief sensitivity investigations were conducted and significantly different results
were produced by the 30,000 particle case using 20 inactive cycles – this simulation produced
a much larger error than any of the others, in spite of using fewer inactive cycles than the
other 30,000 particle case. This suggests that the problem is extremely sensitive to stochastic
noise in the eigenvector. Hence, while this problem can be seemingly accurately resolved, it
appears to be pathological without taking significant care.
(a) 2D/3D assembly eigenvalue comparison (b) Non-uniformity of the 3D flux profile
Fig. 2.18 Stability investigation of the gadolinium-bearing mini-assembly with burn-up when
using various particle settings.
2.6 Summary
This chapter began by noting that the problems for which burn-up instabilities have been
reported are also likely to suffer from clustering and correlation affecting the Monte Carlo
solver. Considering some previously proposed heuristics for minimising clustering, it was
noted that most previous instability investigations used Monte Carlo settings which exacerbate
these effects. For a PWR problem, similar to those investigated in other studies, using many
particles per generation and fewer generations produced more stable results, using both the
Euler and PC schemes. That said, the Euler scheme still developed an asymmetry, albeit more
gradually, and stability still appears to depend substantially on the time-step and geometry.
Clustering and correlation were then shown to have significantly affected previous reports
of burn-up instabilities when taking extremely short time-steps; beforehand, these results
called into question whether Monte Carlo neutronics was capable of accurately reproducing
a xenon transient, with the presents results appearing to demonstrate that this is possible.
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Finally, Isotalo’s proposed ‘gadolinium instability’ was investigated and also shown to be




Stable methods for predictor-corrector
schemes
The PC scheme discussed in previous chapters is familiar across many applications of
numerical analysis [79]. Chapter 2 demonstrated that numerical instability may still be
present for PC schemes if large time-steps are taken, even when accounting for neutron
clustering – in fact, this can occur when using a 20 day time-step, depending on the problem
in question. This chapter demonstrates that the corrector-step of the PC scheme and its
variants can excite non-physical solutions and proposes two new corrector-step variations to
improve its stability.
3.1 The persistence of instabilities
Chapter 2 demonstrated that neutron clustering has played a large role in the occurrence of
non-physical results when coupling Monte Carlo neutronic and burn-up. However, it was
also highlighted that, when taking large time-steps, non-physical results may yet be obtained,
albeit not as immediately as when neutron clustering is a significant factor.
In fact, depending on the problem, even the 20 day time-steps used in the previous chapter
will excite higher solution modes, provided enough time-steps are taken. The same PWR
pin with vacuum boundaries and a uniform coolant density as used in the previous chapter
was simulated in Serpent, again using 3,000,000 particles per generation, 60 active cycles
and 10 inactive cycles, with source convergence accelerated by Serpent’s in-built response
matrix method using 1 source batch for 20 outer iterations [66]. The standard PC scheme
was used with the same burn-up schedule with 20 day time-steps as done in the previous
chapter. The only difference was that an additional 10 burn-up steps of 20 days in length
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were performed. As a comparator, an identical simulation was run but which used a 60 day
maximum time-step length – naturally, this is anticipated to be more unstable. Both sets of
results are shown in Fig. 3.1, with the asymmetry calculated using Eq. (2.4) and the flux
plotted at the final time-point.
From the graphs, both time-stepping schedules are unstable, although shorter time-steps
delay the evolution of erroneous solution modes. Hence, while minimising clustering and
correlation induced by population control has lessened the severity of non-physical behaviour
and its speed of onset, numerical instability remains a problem, even when taking moderately-
sized time-steps.
Fig. 3.1 Flux asymmetries with time (left) and final flux profiles (right) when depleting a
PWR pin with uniform coolant density using the PC scheme, using a 20 day and 60 day
maximum time-step.
3.2 The corrector step as a discrete non-linear map
The standard CE/LI PC scheme (without substeps) can be described with two equations:








Here n is the time-step index, and each burn-up matrix, A, is obtained from a transport
solution, ψ . Eq. (3.1) is the predictor depletion calculation, while Eq. (3.2) is the corrector
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calculation. Obtaining a transport solution, given a nuclide density field, can be written as:
ψ = τ(N) (3.3)
Here τ(·) represents the action of a transport solver on the input nuclide density field. Note
that, as discussed in Section 1.3, each material region in a coupled neutronics/depletion
problem is independent of every other during the depletion calculation. Therefore, the burn-
up matrix describing the entire problem is block diagonal and each region may be burned
separately.
An alternative approach to the standard PC paradigm applied in reactor physics is to
perform an iteration on the corrector step. Doing so and removing the BOS and EOS notation














Each corrector iteration still requires the evaluation of A(ψ(k)), making it relatively compu-
tationally expensive to use this variant of the PC scheme. In the literature, when using Monte
Carlo as the transport solver, an iterated corrector step has only been found in two contexts:
the first is where SI schemes are used, albeit, differing slightly due to the application of a
variable relaxation factor. The second is a brief reference to its use in MC21 ‘to improve
convergence of the [EOS nuclide] densities’, without further discussion [37, 39]. The MON-
TEBURNS code [78] possesses an analogous iteration capability, albeit, applied to a slightly
different PC paradigm (the CE/CM method by Isotalo’s convention [46]). A version of the
LE/LI scheme which iterates on the corrector step is shown in Algorithm 6.
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Input: N0,nsteps,∆t,nss,kmax
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
if n > 0 then
N ← Nn
















for k = 0, ...,kmax−1 do
A(k)n+1 ← ψ(N(k)n+1)
N ← Nn












Algorithm 6: LE/LI substep method with corrector iteration.
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Here, wn,s and wn+1,s are the weights for substep s of the BOS and EOS burn-up matrices,
respectively. As the exponential terms in equation Eq. (3.7) are matrices, their multiplication
must be ordered, with the s = 1 matrix the rightmost, and the s = ns matrix the leftmost. The







Here F combines the action of the transport solver, τ , with that of the Bateman solver, more












The behaviour of non-linear maps is described by the theory of dynamical systems. In the
context of depletion, on iteration, one would hope that the nuclide density vector would
eventually converge to a constant vector (or fixed point) – within numerical precision and







Less desirably, the nuclide density vector might diverge or oscillate endlessly, with both
outcomes being obviously non-physical. Qualitative details of the map’s behaviour can be
found by considering its Jacobian matrix at the fixed point – that is, the matrix of derivatives





By Taylor expansion, this Jacobian allows for a local linearisation of the non-linear map





≈ F (N∗n+1)+ J ·(N(k)n+1−N∗n+1) (3.12)
provided N(k)n+1 is sufficiently close to the fixed point. The Jacobian’s eigenvalue with the
largest magnitude – the spectral radius, denoted ρ(J) – will describe the behaviour of the
discrete map over iterations. For discrete maps, if ρ(J) < 1, the iteration described by
Eq. (3.8) will ultimately converge to the fixed point. Otherwise, if ρ(J)> 1, the iteration will
diverge. In cases where ρ(J) = 1, higher order terms are required to determine convergence
properties.
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Table 3.1 Burn-up schedule with a maximum time-step of 60 days.














3.2.1 Numerical study on corrector-step iteration
If a coupled transport-depletion problem is stable, it should converge to a fixed nuclide
density field and transport solution when iterating the corrector step. For a symmetric
problem, it should also maintain its symmetry on iteration. Using the uniform density PWR
pin described in Section 2.3, this is investigated for the standard PC method (CE/LI without
substeps), as well as the CE/LI and LE/LI methods with 10 substeps. The calculations are
performed using maximum time-steps 60 days, with 1 (as standard) to 3 corrector iterations.
The time-stepping schedule and burn-up are shown in Table 3.1 for clarity.
Serpent v2.1.31 is used as the transport solver. However, it has been modified to output
depletion information such as one-group microscopic cross-sections, fluxes, fission yields,
decay constants, and the identity of each nuclide that Serpent would normally track. These
are used in an external depletion engine, written in MATLAB and using a CRAM solver, to
allow for more variations in the depletion scheme than Serpent has currently implemented.
Although all of the methods mentioned in the above paragraph are included in Serpent, their
iterated versions are not. With some experimentation in running the short time-step problem
presented in Section 2.4, 2 million particles per generation were found adequate to avoid
contamination of the results due to clustering effects. As in Section 3.1, Serpent’s response
matrix acceleration method was used to reduce the number of inactive cycles applied down
to 10, while 80 active cycles were used. The response matrix settings used 1 source batch for
20 outer iterations. The results are shown in Fig. 3.2.
First, without iteration, it seems that all time-stepping schemes are unstable for the
given time-step length. Furthermore, the LE/LI scheme in particular seems marginally more
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Fig. 3.2 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using
three different burn-up schemes and varying the number of corrector iterations. The
horizontal axes on each graph are the burn-up time-points given in Table 3.1, while the
vertical axes are the flux values at a given axial node from 1 to 10, with the fluxes at a given
time-point normalised by the maximum value.
unstable than the others in that the flux begins to tilt more quickly and more extremely – on
the sixth step, rather than the eighth for both CE/LI variations. It may be the case that the
LE predictor more readily excites higher solution modes than the CE; this was hinted at by
Isotalo et al. [50], who found that, even when enforcing xenon equilibrium, oscillations occur
with the LE scheme when taking relatively short time-steps of 30 days. It can also be seen
from the results that, for the problem considered, the corrector step is numerically unstable:
when more iterations are carried out, an incorrect, asymmetric solution is obtained more
rapidly than otherwise, typically making its appearance one or two steps earlier than when
using only a single iteration. This suggests that modifying the corrector step may improve
stability.
3.3 Relaxation
Many non-linear systems in numerical methods are unstable, i.e., have ρ(J)> 1. One of the
most commonly employed techniques to attain a stable solution is ‘relaxation’, commonly
used in coupling Monte Carlo neutronics with thermal-hydraulics, as thoroughly discussed
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Here, 0 < α < 1, where α is known as the ‘relaxation factor’. Practically, relaxation means
that each evaluation of the discrete map only partially contributes to the next solution with
weight α , the remainder being contributed by the previous solution with a weight of 1−α .
The greater the value of α , the faster the convergence, but at the risk of being unstable if α is
too large. In the context of depletion, this means that performing a relaxation on the corrector
step may affect solution accuracy, even while improving stability. An aggressive relaxation
factor will place emphasis on the nuclide density vector from the predictor-step extrapolation,
with a relatively minor contribution from the more accurate corrector interpolation. With
sufficient iterations, convergence to the correct solution vector should occur within the
bounds of stochastic noise but will be slowed if α is too small. This must be accounted for
when choosing the relaxation factor and number of iterations.
This scheme requires only a slight modification to the standard PC variants and is shown
in Algorithm 7 for the LE/LI scheme.
It was mentioned in Section 1.6.2 that SI schemes are relaxation schemes, albeit with a






The first iteration essentially does not apply a relaxation, while αk decreases monotonically
thereafter. As discussed previously, SI schemes are often slow to converge, usually requiring
on the order of 10 iterations to provide a stable solution. Even when this is not the case,
it was demonstrated in Chapter 1 that determining how many SI iterations to perform for
a given computational budget is not straightforward. The stochastic approximation was
initially devised to ensure that the fixed point of noisy functions could be located without
any guarantee of efficiency or optimality [85]. However, at least for the burn-up problems
investigated in this thesis, Monte Carlo noise is quite small – on the order of 0.1% error in
the one-group flux for a single burnable region, although this is an under-estimate of the
true error [42]. When using relatively small neutron populations per generation, given the
effects of neutron clustering on depletion, the stochastic approximation’s averaging across
iterations may be necessary to negate biases from the clustering-affected transport solutions.
The resulting small relaxation factor should also prevent numerical instability. However,
if in such cases this averaging is necessary to achieve stable solutions, when the effects of
clustering are minimised by judicious choice of Monte Carlo settings, it should be possible to
improve upon SI schemes. In particular, there would no longer be a need for a monotonically
decreasing relaxation factor – applying some fixed value may achieve a stable solution using
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Input: N0,nsteps,∆t,nss,kmax,α
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
if n > 0 then
N ← Nn
















for k = 0, ...,kmax−1 do
A(k)n+1 ← ψ(N(k)n+1)
N ← Nn












Algorithm 7: LE/LI substep method with corrector iteration and relaxation
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fewer iterations, minimising computational expense. The remainder of this section will
evaluate this alternative implicit scheme.
3.3.1 Numerical study on relaxed corrector-step iteration
To investigate the viability of a naive relaxation to achieve a stable solution, precisely the
same experiments as described in Section 3.2.1 will be performed using a relaxed version of
each of the schemes mentioned. The relaxation factor applied is varied from 0.3 to 0.6 with
both the unrelaxed (α = 1) and SI (α = 1k+1 ) results included for comparison.
First, the CE/LI scheme without substeps is presented in Fig. 3.3. From the results, with
a fixed, relatively low relaxation factor of 0.3 or 0.4, the CE/LI remains quite symmetric,
becoming more so with additional corrector iterations. On the other hand, there is significant
growth in the flux asymmetry when using a relaxation factor of either 0.5 or 0.6. While
iteration ultimately damps the asymmetry growth with a relaxation of 0.5, it remains sig-
nificant with a relaxation of 0.6. As the SI-scheme starts with relatively mild relaxation, it
requires additional iterations to achieve a physical solution as opposed to simply relaxing
with a factor of 0.3 or 0.4 which remain stable with a single iteration.
Fig. 3.3 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using the
CE/LI scheme with no substeps and varying the number of corrector iterations and
relaxation factor. The horizontal axes on each graph are the burn-up time-points given in
Table 3.1, while the vertical axes are the flux values at a given axial node from 1 to 10, with
the fluxes at a given time-point normalised by the maximum value.
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Fig. 3.4 Differences in the eigenvalue with burn-up for the relaxed CE/LI scheme without
substeps when varying the number of iterations (left) and relaxation factor (right).
Regarding how accuracy may be degraded through relaxation, it is difficult to establish
definitively without a reference. The simulation using a relaxation factor of 0.3 for 3 iterations
will be taken as the reference case given that it is stable and has undergone a number of
iterations – therefore, at each time-step, it should have approached the fixed-point during
the corrector-step. Arguably, the relaxation factor of 0.4 might also be a suitable reference
given it does not display any obvious signs of instability and, given the larger relaxation
factor, may have converged more closely to the fixed-point than the 0.3 case. Two plots are
shown in Fig. 3.4: the first compares the eigenvalue difference for a relaxation factor of 0.3
when varying the number of iterations, the second compares the eigenvalue difference for 3
iterations when using various relaxation factors. In all simulations, the maximum uncertainty
in the eigenvalue was 5 pcm, with most at about 3.5 pcm.
Considering the eigenvalue error when fixing the relaxation at 0.3 and varying the number
of iterations, there is an error accumulation over time, albeit a small one. Intriguingly,
however, the maximum eigenvalue error is larger than the error from using a relaxation
factor of 0.6 and three iterations which returned a significantly more obviously incorrect
eigenvector than any simulation using a relaxation of 0.3. Without iteration or relaxation, the
eigenvalue error reaches about 900 pcm – by comparison each of these modified schemes are
quite accurate.
It should be emphasised in this section that the stable flux profiles, towards the end of the
burn-up schedule, become quite flat such that Monte Carlo noise may appear to be substantial
in the heatmaps presented. This may be emphasised by the presentation style used here with
the flux at a given time-point normalised to the maximum value at the same time-point. To
illustrate, the flux profiles without normalisation are shown in Fig. 3.5 for a single corrector
iteration using relaxation factors of 0.3, 0.5, and 1. From the figure one can see that whatever
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noise may be apparent in the flux profiles of Fig. 3.3 is slight in comparison to the unstable
flux tilt that can manifest.
Fig. 3.5 Flux profiles over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using the
CE/LI scheme with no substeps, one corrector iteration and a variable relaxation factor.
The flux profile results for the CE/LI scheme using 10 substeps are shown in Fig. 3.6,
while the corresponding eigenvalue errors are shown in Fig. 3.7. As compared to Fig. 3.3, it
is apparent that adding substeps to the corrector results in a more unstable problem given that
more aggressive relaxation appears necessary to produce solutions which remain symmetric
with time.
Fig. 3.6 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using the
CE/LI scheme with 10 substeps and varying the number of corrector iterations and
relaxation factor. The horizontal axes on each graph are the burn-up time-points given in
Table 3.1, while the vertical axes are the flux values at a given axial node from 1 to 10, with
the fluxes at a given time-point normalised by the maximum value.
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Fig. 3.7 Differences in the eigenvalue with burn-up for the relaxed CE/LI scheme with 10
substeps when varying the number of iterations (left) and relaxation factor (right).
Regarding the eigenvalue errors, all simulations using a relaxation factor of 0.3 show
relatively good agreement, accounting for uncertainty. However, when varying the relaxation
factor with 3 iterations, significant disparities emerge – both the 0.5 and 0.6 simulations
unsurprisingly diverge in their eigenvalue. The SI relaxation scheme, on the other hand,
shows good accuracy in the eigenvalue, in spite of the mild flux tilt which it develops. Without
relaxation or iteration, the error in the eigenvalue reaches approximately 2,200 pcm.
Finally, the results for the LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps are presented in Figs. 3.8
and 3.9, both showing a significant tendency towards instability. In particular, for various
relaxation factors with only a single corrector iteration, comparatively strange instability
behaviour is observed compared to the predictable one-sided tilt that previous schemes
displayed. This is presumably due to the effect of the LE extrapolation being relatively more
unstable as compared to the CE extrapolation shown previously. For the LE/LI scheme, it
seems that a stable result necessitates at least two iterations with a relaxation factor of 0.3
or three iterations with a relaxation factor of 0.4. Both of these settings provide a more
symmetric solution than their SI-equivalent with the same number of iterations.
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Fig. 3.8 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using the
LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps and varying the number of corrector iterations and relaxation
factor. The horizontal axes on each graph are the burn-up time-points given in Table 3.1,
while the vertical axes are the flux values at a given axial node from 1 to 10, with the fluxes
at a given time-point normalised by the maximum value.
Fig. 3.9 Differences in the eigenvalue with burn-up for the relaxed LE/LI scheme with 10
substeps when varying the number of iterations (left) and relaxation factor (right).
From Fig. 3.9, the LE/LI scheme also produces more erroneous eigenvalues if not
stabilised – as above, while two or more iterations with a relaxation factor of 0.3 seem to
agree reasonably well, a single iteration returns an extremely biased eigenvalue. Furthermore,
while relaxation factors of 0.3 and 0.4 show good eigenvalue agreement with three iterations,
all other schemes produce biased results to various extents, even the SI-scheme.
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In all cases examined here, a relaxation factor of 0.3 with either two or three corrector
iterations seems sufficient to obtain realistic, stable results. However, the SI-scheme has
previously been demonstrated to perform well when the statistics applied to each corrector
transport calculation are reduced. To clarify, instead of running ten corrector solutions each
following one billion particle histories, often with SI-schemes one runs the same number of
corrector calculations but with a tenth of the histories to achieve a similar running time as
compared to a standard PC scheme. As discussed in Section 1.6.2, one can often achieve
the same stabilising effect at reduced computational expense. It is worthwhile investigating
whether the fixed relaxation scheme possesses the same property. To do so, the same problem
as above was simulated using the LE/LI scheme (as it was the most challenging scheme).
Both the SI-scheme and the fixed relaxation scheme (for α = 0.3) were used with three
corrector iterations. The same statistics as above were used for each predictor transport
simulation (2,000,000 particles for 80 active cycles, and 10 inactive with the response matrix
solver). During each corrector solution, the number of active cycles was divided by three
such that 26 cycles were used. In principle, one could also use fission source passing between
transport solutions to reduce the number of inactive cycles, although this was not feasible
here given the external depletion coupling used. That said, it is possible that fission source
passing may also entail some adverse affects due to correlation. The resulting flux profiles
for these two simulations are shown in Fig. 3.10, while the eigenvalue error against the three
iteration LE/LI simulation with a relaxation factor of 0.3 and using full statistics is shown in
Fig. 3.11.
Fig. 3.10 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using
the LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps, three corrector iterations, and varying the relaxation
scheme, while dividing the number of active histories during the predictor equally across
corrector iterations. The horizontal axes on each graph are the burn-up time-points given in
Table 3.1, while the vertical axes are the flux values at a given axial node from 1 to 10, with
the fluxes at a given time-point normalised by the maximum value.
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Fig. 3.11 Differences in the eigenvalue with burn-up for the relaxed LE/LI scheme with 10
substeps, three iterations and two relaxation schemes which use the same number of active
histories across all corrector transport calculations as during the predictor.
In both figures, each scheme retains much the same behaviour as compared to their full
statistics versions shown above – the fixed relaxation scheme remains symmetric, with an
eigenvalue differing from the previous calculation within statistical uncertainty, whereas the
SI-scheme similarly becomes asymmetric and accumulates a substantial eigenvalue error
after about 150 days.
It is worth emphasising that reducing the number of histories per corrector should not be
done recklessly. An extreme reduction may induce substantial statistical noise which might
impact stabilising properties. Furthermore, as highlighted by Dumonteil & Diop [31], due to
the non-linear coupling of Monte Carlo neutronics and depletion, a bias is induced in the
matrix exponential. This bias is proportional to 1n , where n is the number of particle histories
contributing to the depletion tallies. Hence, performing multiple corrector steps with reduced
histories will increase this bias during each corrector step which may also adversely impact
numerical stability.
Finally, one should investigate the extent to which this fixed relaxation scheme relies on
accounting for neutron clustering effects. This can be straightforwardly done by reducing the
number of particles per cycle while maintaining the same number of active histories. Hence,
for the LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps, 3 corrector iterations, and relaxing with both a fixed
factor of 0.3 and the stochastic approximation scheme, 200,000 particles per cycle are used
over 800 cycles with 200 inactive cycles, applied to the same PWR pin problem as above.
Response matrix acceleration would be used were it not for the original paper on response
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matrix acceleration reporting convergence problems when simulating too few particles in
a large geometry [66]. The results for both of these schemes are shown in Fig. 3.12 and
compared against the LE/LI scheme with a relaxation factor of 0.3, using the same particle
settings as shown previously.
Fig. 3.12 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using
the LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps, three corrector iterations, and varying the relaxation
scheme, while also varying the particle generation size. The horizontal axes on each graph
are the burn-up time-points given in Table 3.1, while the vertical axes are the flux values at a
given axial node from 1 to 10, with the fluxes at a given time-point normalised by the
maximum value.
While the particle population size does obviously affect the stability of the fixed relaxation
scheme, it appears to affect schemes using the stochastic approximation similarly adversely.
3.4 Xenon equilibrium with an iterated corrector-step
As discussed in Chapter 1, enforcing xenon equilibrium is a common method to ensure
stability in reactor analysis problems and is a common feature of Monte Carlo codes with
integrated burn-up capabilities. However, Isotalo et al. warn and the work of Densmore et
al. implies that the method is not fool-proof, especially when taking over-long time-steps [24,
50]. In the author’s experience, enforcing xenon equilibrium greatly improves stability but
not unconditionally. Hence, this section will investigate the stability improvements gained by
enforcing xenon equilibrium.
This section only considers the LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps as the previous results have
shown it to be the most troublesome of the schemes considered. Furthermore, preliminary
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Table 3.2 Burn-up schedule with a maximum time-step of 60 days when enforcing xenon
equilibrium.




















investigations showed the outcomes of identical similar situations to differ significantly when
using different random number seeds; as a result, each case investigated is simulated 5 times,
each with a different seed. As done at the conclusion of the previous section, where the
corrector step is iterated, the number of active cycles is divided by the number of iterations.
A brief sensitivity investigation with two corrector iterations showed a non-physical tilt
developing more rapidly when the corrector step maintained full statistics. Therefore, it
is presumed that the results are relatively insensitive to dividing the active histories across
multiple corrector steps. Finally, a larger number of time-steps are taken to further develop
the instability behaviour. The burn-up schedule is provided in Table 3.2.
The flux profiles across the pin are shown in Fig. 3.13. Strikingly, large oscillations only
appear to occur with even numbers of corrector iterations, consistently across all simulations.
The magnitude of the non-physical oscillations vary between instances, although they do
occur reliably. On the other hand, some mild asymmetry develops in some instances where
only one or three corrector iterations are used, albeit, not so noticeably or reliably as in cases
with the even-corrector oscillations. The underlying mechanism behind the oscillations (or
lack thereof) is not as obvious as before – due to enforcing xenon equilibrium, it can no
longer be attributed to a ‘numerical xenon oscillation’. Some explanation might be provided
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by the results of Chapter 4 where it is shown that PC schemes with different numbers of
corrector iterations can possess substantially different stability properties.
Non-physical behaviour occurring with an even number of corrector iterations might be
considered an academic concern – when enforcing xenon equilibrium there is no need to
perform additional corrector iterations to ensure stability, and few codes offer the option.
However, where it might become inconvenient for a practising reactor physicist is when
coupling neutronics, depletion, and other physical phenomena, such as thermal-hydraulics.
One conceivable coupling scheme might involve, during the EOS, iteration between neutron-
ics, thermal-hydraulics, and depletion to mutually converge each field. This would entail
repeated corrector iterations which may result in non-physical solutions. Therefore, it is
worth determining whether this behaviour can be easily averted. Following from the previous
section, this is attempted by applying a relaxation factor to the corrector step. In doing so, all
of the previous calculation are repeated but with a relaxation factor of α = 0.5. This factor
was chosen under the presumption that enforcing xenon equilibrium should provide some
stabilising effect, and thus a harsh relaxation factor of α = 0.3 might prove unnecessary.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.14. An additional set of results are included as the bottom
row where xenon equilibrium is not enforced; these follow the 3 corrector iterations and
α = 0.3 calculations used in the previous section. In each of these cases, the results appear in
good agreement, regardless of the number of iterations. Perhaps the most obvious difference
across the simulations is between those which do and do not enforce xenon equilibrium
during the initial (short) time-steps: the former set of simulations maintain a steady initial
flux profile before the long time-steps begin, whereas the latter show a symmetric radial
oscillation across the first four time-points. This appears most likely due to these simulations
resolving a physical xenon transient.
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Fig. 3.13 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using
the LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps, enforcing xenon equilibrium, and varying the number of
corrector iterations in various instances. The horizontal axes on each graph are the burn-up
time-points given in Table 3.2, while the vertical axes are the flux values at a given axial
node from 1 to 10, with the fluxes at a given time-point normalised by the maximum value.
Fig. 3.14 Flux profile over time for a PWR fuel pin with axially vacuum boundaries using
the LE/LI scheme with 10 substeps, enforcing xenon equilibrium, applying a relaxation of
α = 0.5, and varying the number of corrector iterations in various instances. The bottom row
shows the same calculations performed without enforcing xenon equilibrium, using α = 0.3,
and performing 3 corrector iterations. The horizontal axes on each graph are the burn-up
time-points given in Table 3.2, while the vertical axes are the flux values at a given axial
node from 1 to 10, with the fluxes at a given time-point normalised by the maximum value.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter has investigated various PC schemes where the corrector step is iterated and
relaxed. Even when using Monte Carlo settings to reduce correlation, non-physical behaviour
still develops with burn-up for moderate time-step lengths. For a variety of PC schemes,
iterating on the corrector step does not improve stability, even appearing to develop non-
physical behaviour more quickly. Relaxation on the corrector step was proposed, given the
success of the stochastic approximation. It was noted that the stochastic approximation was
motivated by the assumption that noise in the Monte Carlo solver substantially interferes with
achieving a stable solution and does not necessarily provide an optimal relaxation schedule.
Hence, the use of several fixed relaxation factors was investigated, applied to each PC scheme,
and for multiple corrector iterations. This proved successful in achieving stable solutions,
though more aggressive relaxation was required for higher-order schemes. Furthermore, it
was demonstrated that one can use reduced Monte Carlo settings on the iterated corrector
steps for computational efficiency while maintaining stability, as has been done with SI
schemes. Finally, even when subject to substantial correlation, the fixed relaxation factor
appears to achieve a more stable solution. Overall – provided a reasonable choice of
relaxation factor is made – using a fixed relaxation factor appears more computationally
efficient than applying the stochastic approximation. Finally, the effect of iterating on the
corrector step was investigated while enforcing xenon equilibrium. Intriguingly, numerical
instability resulted, but only when performing an even number of corrector iterations; if there
was a reason to iterate corrector step depletion (such as when converging additional physics),
such instabilities might manifest in a practical application. However, applying a relaxation to




Von Neumann stability analysis of
predictor-corrector depletion
Stability analysis allows the characteristics of numerical schemes to be interrogated, providing
better understanding of their behaviour and informing their usage. In extremely successful
cases, they may allow the development of heuristics for when to apply implicit schemes,
or which time-step to choose, or may even allow automation of time-step selection. In the
neutronics/depletion realm, the work of Densmore et al. [24] is where stability analysis
begins and ends. However, their analysis is limited in a number of ways: it is restricted to a
1D, mono-energetic, diffusion problem, and is depleted using the explicit Euler scheme. This
chapter intends to relax the last of these simplifications and extend their stability analysis
to more sophisticated methods of coupling neutronics and depletion. In beginning this
analysis, the chapter borrows heavily from their preceding work in order to obtain new
results. Although the analysis is applied to a relatively simple system, it is hoped that future
work will extend it to be useful in more sophisticated cases.
4.1 Governing equations
The neutron diffusion equation is a simplification of the transport equation, obtained by
integrating the transport equation over angles and applying Fick’s Law – it is usually covered
in a first course in reactor physics [25]. A 1D mono-energetic diffusion equation in eigenvalue
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Each of these terms is familiar: Σt is the total macroscopic cross-section, φ is the scalar
flux, x is the spatial variable, Σa the absorption cross-section, k the eigenvalue, ν the average
neutron production from fission, and Σf is the macroscopic fission cross-section. The domain











The Bateman equation is given by:
∂N
∂ t
= (Σφ +Λ)N (4.3)
N is the time-dependent vector field of nuclide densities, t is the time variable, Σ is the matrix
of transmutation and fission microscopic cross-sections, while Λ is the matrix accounting for
nuclear decay. This is subject to the initial condition at time t = 0:
N(x,0) = N0 (4.4)
The diffusion solution is evaluated at a number of discrete time-points, denoted by the index









Densmore et al. discretise the Bateman equation by an explicit Euler scheme in their paper:
Nn+1 = [I+∆t(Σφn+Λ)]Nn (4.6)
In the above equation, I is the identity matrix, and ∆t is the time-step length – this is the
Bateman matrix exponential truncated to first order. This chapter extends the previous
analysis by treating a predictor-corrector time discretisation instead. Specifically, the above
equation now only provides the intermediate n+ 12 nuclide density vector. Rewriting it to
have this new intermediate index it becomes:
Nn+ 12
= [I+∆t(Σφn+Λ)]Nn (4.7)
This corresponds to the EOS nuclide density often referred to when discussing predictor-
corrector depletion. The corresponding intermediate flux solution is obtained from the same






+Σa,n+ 12φn+ 12 =
1
kn+ 12
νΣf,n+ 12φn+ 12 (4.8)











Were the problem not mono-energetic, the flux-averaging during the corrector step would not
be adequate – if the one-group cross-sections had a dependence upon the neutron spectrum
(as in reality), then, instead, the reaction rates would be averaged during the corrector step.
Prior to decomposing the solutions into Fourier modes, one should note that the flux should











Following the Von Neumann stability analysis applied by Densmore et al., the variables are
rewritten in terms of small perturbations:
Nn = N0+δNn (4.12)
φn = φ0+δφn (4.13)
kn = k0+δk (4.14)
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These expressions are inserted into the discretised equations above, expanded, and linearised





































Noting that the φ0 is spatially constant and the definition of k0 as the ratio of the initial















Repeating the same for the nuclide density field:
N0+δNn+ 12 = [I+∆t(Σ(φ0+δφn)+Λ)] (N0+δNn) (4.18)
The N0 term on the left-hand side cancels with the IN0 term on the right-hand side, leaving:
δNn+ 12 = [I+∆t(Σφ0+Λ)]δNn+∆t(Σφ0+Λ)N0+∆tΣδφnN0 (4.19)
The intermediate flux error, δφn+ 12 , is obtained from an identical equation as Eq. (4.17), but
using the n+ 12 nuclide density field. Finally, the new nuclide density vector is:









From here, the classic Von Neumann stability analysis decomposes these perturbations in the




















The orthogonality of each Fourier mode can be used to analyse their evolution separately.


















As Densmore et al. highlight, the δm,0 term exists as the spatially constant term only, con-
tributing to the zeroth solution mode. When m > 0, Eq. (4.23) can be solved for the flux













The LD term is the diffusion length, equal to 1√3Σt,0Σa,0 . The first nuclide density error vector
can be expressed as:
δNn+ 12 ,m = [I+∆t(Σφ0+Λ)]δNn,m
+∆t(Σφ0+Λ)N0δm,0+∆tΣδφn,mN0
(4.25)
As with the decomposition of the diffusion equation, this, too, possesses a delta term which
contributes only to the m = 0 mode. Inserting the expression for the flux modes from
Eq. (4.24), for m > 0 this becomes:































For the m = 1 mode, the dependence upon the dominance ratio, ρ , of the problem can be
made explicit. Recall ρ is defined as the ratio of the first eigenvalue to the fundamental
eigenvalue, k1k0 . For this simple problem, the initial dominance ratio, ρ0, can be obtained
























In order to conclude the analysis from Densmore et al. before extending it further,
obtaining the solutions for the m = 0 modes should also be demonstrated. As stated above,
the m = 0 flux mode cannot be obtained directly from Eq. (4.24). Instead, the power
normalisation is used, and, in particular, Eq. (4.10) is expanded with the m = 0 flux and
nuclide density vector modes. This gives:
(φ0+δφn,0)σTf (N0+δNn,0) = P/L (4.31)
The φ0Σf,0 term is equal to P/L. Therefore, neglecting the second-order terms:
δφn,0ΣTf,0+σ
T







This can be inserted into Eq. (4.25) to give:


















These results are identical to those obtained by Densmore et al. if the Nn+ 12 value is accepted
as the updated nuclide density vector for the next time-step. Extending the analysis to the PC
scheme requires also considering the corrector update equation for the nuclide density vector.
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These corrector nuclide density vector modes are given by:









Considering the m > 0 modes first gives:








The n-th flux modes are obtained from Eq. (4.24). The (n+ 12)-th modes can be obtained
straightforwardly given Eq. (4.24) and (4.26):
δφn+ 12 ,m =Φm [B+∆tΣN0Φm]δNn,m (4.39)














B = [I+∆t(Σφ0+Λ)] (4.41)
Hence, Eq. (4.38) becomes










The corresponding equation for the explicit Euler scheme, using the same notation, is:
δNn+1,m = [B+∆tΣN0Φm]δNn,m (4.44)
It can be seen that, in the limit of a short time-step where ∆t2 terms can be neglected, the
matrix describing the evolution of the PC Fourier modes approaches that of the Euler scheme.
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To the m = 0 mode, this begins with:









The expression for the flux mode at n+ 12 combines Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) to give:







With this, Eq. (4.45) can be written:



















On the other hand, the explicit Euler expression is:
δNn+1,0 = [B+∆tΣN0Φ0]δNn,0+[B− I]N0 (4.51)
4.2.1 Multiple corrector iterations
This analysis can be extended further to performing more than one corrector iteration.
Consider adding a second corrector step – the previous n+1 values are now denoted with a














The flux solution after the first corrector step, φ (1)n+1, is obtained from the corresponding
nuclide density vector as before, with the same operator relating the nuclide density modes
to the flux modes, Φm or Φ0. Furthermore, the expression for δN
(1)
n+1,m is simply one of
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The same logic applies to obtaining the expression for the m = 0 mode subject to multiple

















Once again, for J corrector iterations, this is convenient to write as a recurrence relation,



























4.2.2 Relaxation on the corrector iteration
Finally, one might ask how relaxation affects the stability of the corrector iteration. In
particular, the corrector equation is modified such that performing J corrector iterations is














As in Chapter 3, α is the relaxation factor, taking a value between 0 and 1. Beginning, as in













Following the same steps as before, for m > 0 and a single corrector iteration, one ultimately
obtains:











The most convenient way to write this for multiple corrector iterations is to use the matrix
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The expression for δN(0)n+1,0 is the same as before from Eq. (4.51), giving an expression for
the first corrector iteration as:



















































The M(1)0 and K
(1)
0 terms are given by Eqs. (4.68) and (4.69), respectively. For each of these
expressions for the matrices governing the growth of the Fourier modes, the analysis can be
applied to the stochastic approximation in particular by letting α vary with each iteration as
1
j where j is the iteration number.
4.3 Numerical investigations
4.3.1 Two-nuclide system
To compute initial numerical results and examine the predictions of these equations, the same
system as described by Densmore et al. will be used. Namely, a 3 m long problem, featuring
a two-nuclide depletion system, containing a fissile fuel and fission product, without decay,
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Densmore et al. emphasise that the cross-sections were chosen to provide the solutions with
realistic time-step lengths for depletion problems. Finally, ν = 2.3, the power is normalised to
10 kW/cm2, and fission produces 200 MeV of energy. When solving the problem numerically,
it is done using a spatial discretisation of 150 meshes and the eigenvalue problem is solved
using MATLAB’s eig function.
For each of the variations on the PC scheme, the point of interest is the eigenvalue with
the largest magnitude of the governing Fourier mode evolution matrices. This eigenvalue
is affected by the choice of time-step length, ∆t. For the two nuclide system, each matrix,
for each solution mode, will have two eigenvalues. In all cases observed, one of these
eigenvalues remains approximately constant at a value of 1. This implies neither a growth
nor decay in the solution mode. The other eigenvalue, however, may vary substantially – it
may be positive and greater than 1 (implying growth), negative and less than -1 (implying
growth and oscillation) or have an absolute value less than 1 (thus decaying). This is the
eigenvalue which will be examined here. For the explicit Euler scheme, Densmore et al.
found that this eigenvalue was only ever negative and grew linearly with time-step length for
all modes, with the m = 1 mode the most dominant [24].
Results for the simplest version of the PC scheme are shown in Fig. 4.1. The PC matrix
given by Eq. (4.43) is quadratic in the time-step, and, likewise, so are the eigenvalues of the
PC scheme. Furthermore, as opposed to the explicit Euler scheme which was found to only
produce oscillatory solutions, the PC scheme has only positive eigenvalues. This corresponds
with the PC behaviour observed elsewhere in this thesis wherein flux tends to tilt to one
side and remain there, rather than oscillating as the explicit Euler scheme was seen to do
in Chapter 1. Furthermore, it appears that the PC scheme does not provide any additional
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Fig. 4.1 Eigenvalues of the PC scheme with time-step.
stability as compared to the explicit Euler scheme according to this analysis. Examining the
m = 1 mode, and solving Eqs. (4.28) and (4.43) for the minimum time-step length resulting
in an eigenvalue, λ , such that |λ | = 1, both the explicit Euler and PC schemes have an
identical unstable time-step of about 5.5 days. In fact, because of the quadratic dependence
on time-step length, the magnitude of the PC eigenvalue grows faster than that of the explicit
Euler scheme, resulting in unstable solution modes growing faster when the stable time-step
has been exceeded.
In order to demonstrate that these predictions are borne out in simulation, the problem is
explicitly solved using time-steps of 2, 5, and 10 days. The results for consecutive time-points
(when taking 10 day time-steps) are shown in Fig. 4.2. These correspond well with the
predictions of the stability analysis, i.e., the two shorter time-steps are stable, whereas the 10
day time-steps excite the first harmonic, amplifying it with time.
Next, iteration on the corrector step is considered, as in Chapter 3. Figs 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5
show the eigenvalues of the first few modes of the PC scheme using two, three, and four
corrector iterations, respectively. The eigenvalues reproduce the behaviour previously seen,
namely, they are negative for an odd number of iterations (giving oscillatory solutions) and
positive for an even number of iterations (giving increasingly tilted solutions). Furthermore,
there is no change in the stable time-step length when the number of corrector iterations is
varied. In fact, due to the increasingly higher-degree dependence upon the time-step length
with corrector iterations, performing additional iterations amplifies erroneous solution modes
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(a) 160 days (b) 170 days
Fig. 4.2 PC flux solutions at consecutive time-points.
more dramatically for the same number of time-steps, as noted in Chapter 3. As with the
explicit Euler and standard PC schemes, the first harmonic is the most unstable.
Finally, the stability of relaxing the corrector step is investigated. First, fixing the re-
laxation factor at 0.1 or 0.5 and performing various numbers of corrector iterations, the
eigenvalues for the m = 1 mode are shown in Fig. 4.6. Relaxing the problem more aggres-
sively increases stability, as does performing additional iterations. However, for a fixed
relaxation factor, the stable time-step resulting from performing additional iterations ap-
proaches an asymptotic value which increases as the relaxation factor shrinks. One can
also notice that performing an odd number of iterations can be more stable than performing
slightly more iterations if the number is even. This can be seen by examining the stable
time-step length in Fig. 4.6 for 7 and 10 iterations. This is only observed when there is a
relaxation factor applied. The single iteration m= 1 mode eigenvalue with a relaxation factor
of 0.1 has two stable regions in which |λ |< 1. This implies the possibility that other modes
can be more unstable than the first. This was investigated by examining the other modes
for a relaxation factor of 0.1 subject to a single iteration. The eigenvalues of the modes
with time-step are shown in Fig. 4.7(a); this shows that with a time-step of about 50 days
only the m = 2 mode is unstable. Furthermore, this mode is symmetric and so should be
easily identifiable. Solving the problem explicitly using 50 day time-steps, one does find the
symmetric instability to grow and oscillate with time, as shown in Fig. 4.7(b). This shows
that the analysis was performed correctly and highlights that there are conceivable scenarios
in which asymmetry is not definitive in identifying burn-up instabilities.
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Fig. 4.3 Eigenvalues of the PC scheme with time-step when using two corrector iterations.
Fig. 4.4 Eigenvalues of the PC scheme with time-step when using three corrector iterations.
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Fig. 4.5 Eigenvalues of the PC scheme with time-step when using four corrector iterations.
(a) α = 0.1 (b) α = 0.5
Fig. 4.6 Eigenvalues of the first instability mode of the PC scheme with time-step when
using multiple corrector iterations and two different relaxation factors.
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(a) Eigenvalues with time-step (b) Fluxes at subsequent time-points
Fig. 4.7 Excitation of a symmetric burn-up instability using a single corrector iteration and a
relaxation factor of 0.1.
4.3.2 Four-nuclide system
The depletion system described above is interesting, but quite simple. The dynamics can
be made more representative of a real system by including additional nuclides and decay.
This adds significant complication: in the previous two-nuclide system, the two nuclide
density eigenvectors represent a constant fuel material and the fissioning of the fuel into
the fission product, with only the latter showing any substantial variation in its eigenvalues
with time-step. With multiple fission products and decay chains, these eigenvectors cannot
be so readily discarded, each with non-trivial behaviour in their eigenvalues with time-step
length. For example, whereas in the two-nuclide system the zeroth nuclide density mode had
a constant eigenvalue equal to one for both eigenvectors at all times, decay chains induce
eigenvalues which vary substantially with time. This is not necessarily non-physical, but
complicates the presentation and interpretation of results. What’s more, depending on the
values of fission yields and decay constants, one can obtain complex conjugate eigenpairs –
the threshold for their appearance is not clear, although they occur more frequently when
a decaying nuclide has a higher fission yield and shorter half-life. Again, there is nothing
necessarily non-physical about this, unless the magnitude of any complex eigenvalue is
greater than one.
Only a small change is made to the previous depletion system: two nuclides are added,
one which is a fission product that doesn’t interact with neutrons, and the other which is the
decay daughter of the first, possessing a capture cross-section of 300 b. Both the half-life of
the first nuclide and its fission yield are varied to examine their effect on the maximum stable
time-step length. The map of maximum stable time-steps is plotted in Fig. 4.8 for the explicit
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(a) Explicit Euler (b) PC 1it.
(c) PC 2it. (d) PC 3it.
Fig. 4.8 Maximum stable time-step length in days for different depletion schemes when
varying the half-life and fission yield
Euler scheme and the PC scheme with one, two, and three corrector iterations. Again, the
predicted results agree well with direct numerical simulations using various time-step lengths.
There are two points to emphasise: first, as opposed to the two-nuclide system where the
stable time-step lengths across schemes were identical without relaxation, each scheme now
has substantially different stability properties, depending on the depletion system. This might
partially explain the observation in Chapter 3 where performing an odd number of corrector
iterations produced stable results while even numbers resulted in noticeable oscillation. The
second point is that, for a given scheme, stability can be significantly sensitive to the decay
constants and fission yield of a particular nuclide in a manner which is not readily predictable
without a stability analysis.
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4.4 Summary
This chapter has extended the previous stability analysis performed by Densmore et al. [24]
to include the predictor-corrector method and its iterated versions. For a simple, two-nuclide
system, this reproduced some of the observations previously seen in this thesis and elsewhere.
These are that an odd number of corrector steps causes the flux to tilt and amplify, whereas
an even number causes the flux to oscillate, and iteration with relaxation stabilises the
neutronics-depletion system. With a two-nuclide system, each scheme – without relaxation
– possessed the same unstable time-step length with the eigenvalues of spurious solutions
growing faster with additional corrector steps. The latter phenomenon was anticipated for
PC methods, but neither was expected with reference to the explicit Euler scheme – in
all experiments conducted in this thesis, the explicit Euler scheme appeared to become
unstable more quickly than PC schemes. This is partly explained by the simplicity of the
depletion system considered: examining a four-nuclide system, the stability properties of the
explicit Euler and iterated PC schemes differ substantially, depending on the values of the
fission yield and decay constant. These results may also partially explain the phenomenon
observed in Chapter 3 where xenon equilibrium ensured a stable solution, but only when
using an odd number of corrector steps. Notably, however, none of these results explain
how noise, clustering, and correlation can affect the stability of the depletion system – if the
results of this chapter are definitive, their effects should be damped when taking sufficiently
short time-steps. Of course, this was not observed in the extremely short time-step studies
discussed in Chapter 2 – this implies that there is a degree of non-linearity affecting the
stability of realistic depletion systems, at least where xenon equilibrium is not enforced. This




Conclusions and future work
5.1 Summary
This work has systematically investigated non-physical behaviour in Monte Carlo neutronics
and depletion simulations. First, a gap in previous studies was addressed by including the
Monte Carlo solver settings as parameters when probing instabilities. With reference to the
recently revealed problem of neutron clustering, the Monte Carlo settings used in previous
studies were examined and found to be inadequate to mitigate clustering effects. Numerical
investigations subsequently showed that correlation and clustering are detrimental to burn-up
stability and must be accounted for to achieve physical results. Likewise, clustering was
shown to have frustrated previous attempts at short time-step burn-up solutions. Finally, it
seems to be primarily responsible for Isotalo’s hypothesised ‘gadolinium instability’. Hence,
this work recommends using relatively many particles per generation over fewer generations
in performing Monte Carlo burn-up calculations – this is in agreement with best practices
suggested by [10] and [42].
The second major study in this thesis considered variations on the predictor-corrector
scheme and how they affect stability. For the standard CE/LI and two more accurate
variations, the corrector step was iterated – it was shown that this, alone, does not aid
stability, necessitating the use of a relaxation factor during the iteration. It was noted that
the stochastic approximation is not necessarily optimal in terms of computational efficiency.
This was compared against using several different fixed relaxation factors on each of the PC
variants, also varying the number of corrector iterations. It was shown that a well-chosen
fixed relaxation factor is more computationally efficient than the stochastic approximation in
that it can achieve a stable solution in fewer corrector iterations. Using a fixed relaxation
factor also seems to have the same benefit as the stochastic approximation, in that reduced
settings can be applied to the corrector step transport solutions without apparent detriment to
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stability. The fixed relaxation factor also seems better able to handle more correlated transport
solutions than the stochastic approximation. Ultimately, the proposed fixed relaxation scheme
appears to be the superior implicit scheme according to these investigations. In addition, this
chapter investigated how an iterated and relaxed corrector step behaves when enforcing xenon
equilibrium. Surprisingly, for the problem and time-step lengths considered, enforcing xenon
equilibrium was unstable, but only if an odd number of corrector iterations were performed.
This might prove significant when, say, iterating between corrector depletion, neutronics, and
thermal-hydraulics during multi-physics simulations. Applying light relaxation resolved this
discrepancy.
Finally, previous work exploring the numerical stability of neutronics coupled with
depletion was extended to examine the predictor-corrector method and its variations with
multiple corrector iterations and relaxation. The predictions were broadly in line with
previous observations for a simple case. For large time-steps, odd-corrector schemes have
positive eigenvalues describing the growth of their Fourier modes, resulting in a ‘tilting’
behaviour, while even-corrector schemes have negative eigenvalues, resulting in oscillation.
The unstable time-step length for different schemes are identical without relaxation, although
the magnitude of their eigenvalues increases with iteration, justifying the apparent instability
of performing more corrector iterations. Relaxation on the corrector step does indeed
increase stability, provided sufficient iterations are performed, although the possibility of
even non-physical solution modes emerges, necessitating care in the detection of non-physical
behaviour. Adding complexity to the simple depletion problem using a second, decaying
fission product differentiated the time discretisation schemes further: no longer do all schemes
have the same stable time-step length, with the explicit Euler and variants on the predictor-
corrector scheme displaying significantly different stability behaviour, with none guaranteed
superior in all cases, and with strong dependence on the characteristics of the depletion
system.
5.2 The nature of burn-up instabilities
A natural question at the conclusion of this work is: what are the precise causes of burn-up
instabilities? In the author’s opinion, some previous works have complicated this understand-
ing by being somewhat self-contradictory – for example, asserting that the phenomenon is
not driven by noise while simultaneously introducing the stochastic approximation, which
was intended for root-finding in the presence of significant noise. One of the achievements of
this thesis is having sufficient results to propose a reasonably consistent explanation behind
burn-up instabilities.
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First, unsurprisingly, numerical instabilities can be driven by the time-step length, cou-
pling scheme, problem geometry, and properties of the transport-depletion system. This is
seen in the work of Densmore et al. [24] and in Chapter 4 – this is prior to considering a large,
realistic depletion system or any inconvenient aspects of a given transport solver. This agrees
with previous assertions that stability depends on the dominance ratio, as was made explicit
in Chapter 4. If, however, it were as simple as that, then Chapter 2 would not exist: this is
because the stability analysis performed was linear, and not all instabilities can assuredly be
described by a linear analysis.
In numerical methods, a linearly stable system will damp perturbations across time-steps,
preventing them from growing. Linear stability and absolute stability are not synonymous,
however. By neglecting non-linear terms, linear stability analysis is implicitly restricted
to dealing with perturbations of a small amplitude. If these perturbations are not suffi-
ciently small, then a problem might be linearly stable and non-linearly unstable. Although
not completely analogous (due to discrete time in numerical methods), a similar, common
problem occurs in fluid dynamics, where certain flows are predicted to be laminar up to
high values of the Reynolds number, whereas experiments have them transitioning to turbu-
lence at much lower values due to finite amplitude perturbations imposed by experimental
imperfections [33].
The best example or hint that linear stability may break down in this thesis is in Chapter 2
when considering a burn-up problem taking short time-steps of one hour. Without accounting
for clustering and correlation, the problem falls into sustained oscillation – otherwise it is
apparently stable even after very many time-steps. Although a stability analysis has not been
performed, it seems that, if the problem were linearly unstable, all of the solutions would
eventually have become non-physical, as all solutions possess noise that could be amplified.
However, the only solution which remains physical is that in which correlation and clustering
have been reduced, i.e., that in which the perturbation introduced by the Monte Carlo solver
is least.
In the language of non-linear dynamics, it appears as if the transport-depletion system
is subject to a sub-critical Hopf bifurcation, or rather the discrete counterpart, a subcritical
Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. In the context of a depleting PWR pin, this might imply that
there are two possible trajectories that a system may follow – one with a uniform burn-up,
the other oscillatory, depending on the time-step length. Below some critical time-step, only
the uniform trajectory is feasible – this appears to be a very short step, given oscillations
were observed by Isotalo et al. [50] when taking 15 minute steps. Above this critical time-
step, both trajectories for the system are possible, and the system can transition from one
to the other if subject to a sufficiently large perturbation, such as noise or bias from the
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transport solver. This has not been robustly demonstrated during this thesis, but all behaviours
observed appear to be consistent with this hypothesis – at least where xenon equilibrium is
not enforced.
Perhaps to be expected, this numerical instability does have an analogy with physical
xenon oscillations which, as mentioned previously, are known to be possible and have oc-
curred in thermal reactors [6]. Although quite sophisticated stability analyses have previously
been performed [54], to the author’s knowledge, none consider discrete time systems with
quasi-static neutronics, which is the appropriate model to examine numerical stability. A
similar physical phenomenon has long been known in thermoacoustics, where linearly stable
systems can fall into self-sustained oscillation due to background noise – a process known as
triggering [53].
Presently, it remains to be resolved precisely what amplitude or form of perturbation is
sufficient to initiate non-physical behaviour in burn-up simulations. Undoubtedly, Monte
Carlo noise, correlation, bias, or even a lack of convergence could all be detrimental to
stability and should be avoided – but what lengths must one go to in order to rule out their
effects? Until this can be reasonably approximated, a linear stability criterion may be of
little practical use. For example, although efforts were made to minimise clustering and
correlation, it is difficult to assert that the simulations shown in Fig. 3.1 became unstable
due to violating either a linear or non-linear stability criterion. Chapter 2 demonstrates that
minimising correlation has a dramatic effect on stability, but it may only reduce the frequency
with which sufficiently large amplitude perturbations are introduced, rather than removing
them altogether. The critical size of perturbation is also likely to depend upon the time-step
taken.
This appears to be the success of enforcing xenon equilibrium: it removes this prominent
non-linear instability (while also, likely, improving linear stability) by modifying the deple-
tion system slightly. It does not, however, provide any assurance of stability beyond this;
depending on the scheme, time-step length, or (in relatively extreme cases) transport solver
settings, non-physical behaviour can re-emerge, as seen towards the end of Chapters 2 and 3.
As is the case across computational physics, an alternative, more universal means of
achieving a stable solution is to use an implicit time-stepping scheme. The drawbacks of
implicit methods are also universal: they impose greater computational expense than their
explicit counterparts, and, if using a relaxation method, the choice can be difficult without
prior experience.
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5.3.1 Burn-up stability diagnosis
Identifying when non-physical solutions will or are likely to occur remains challenging,
except in hindsight. The ability to do so would allow for more optimal usage of computational
resources: new problems would not require lengthy sensitivity studies, time-steps could
be chosen to be as long as feasible, and implicit schemes could be applied only where
necessary. The most promising beginning of such work has been introduced by Densmore et
al. in estimating the stable time-step length for a simple deterministic system [24], with an
extension given by Chapter 4.
However, this area is far from developed. Higher-order methods are yet to be considered
and are likely to have different stability properties, the complexity of the depletion system
could be increased to be more representative of the hundreds-to-thousands of isotopes
commonly included in burn-up calculations, and, further, the diffusion approximation might
be relaxed with a simple transport model in 1D. Even if the analysis is intractable to perform
on-the-fly as a stability metric, with sufficient complexity it may allow for the development
of time-step selection heuristics for various problem dimensions or power normalisations.
The first significant complication, as mentioned above, is the necessity of considering
non-linear effects. Monte Carlo solvers introduce perturbations to the neutronics-depletion
system, and it is not trivial to decide whether or not these will be detrimental to stability. In
continuous-time dynamical systems, a weakly non-linear analysis is often applied in such
cases, typically using the long-established method of multiple time-scales [53, 54]. This
method is explicitly only applicable to continuous time systems, whereas numerical schemes
are, of course, in discrete time. Hence, some discrete analogue of this technique must be
applied.
Using a deterministic solver, however, may obviate this particular concern by removing
the large perturbations introduced by Monte Carlo which may trigger instability. Indeed, a
direct comparison between Monte Carlo and a high-fidelity deterministic solver may be an
efficient means of disentangling the role of noise and correlation.
Nevertheless, in many cases coupling Monte Carlo and depletion may not be limited
by numerical stability – in the presence of strong burnable absorbers, time-steps may be
constrained by accuracy, at least initially. This concern may be partially alleviated by the
wider implementation of higher-order methods.
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5.3.2 Newton iteration
A solution technique which might be applied to stabilising neutronics and depletion is
Newton’s method, or the Newton iteration, familiar across numerical analysis as a root-
finding method for solving equations of the form:
H(x) = 0 (5.1)
The non-linear system given by Eq. (3.8) can be recast in this form by subtracting the input
vector such that, at a fixed point:
F(N∗n+1)−N∗n+1 = 0 (5.2)





Each iteration of Newton’s method proceeds from some initial guess (N(k)n+1 here) by evaluat-
ing the non-linear function – performing a corrector iteration. However, in addition to this,
gradient information must be computed – the Jacobian matrix at N(k)n+1 must be evaluated.
Note that this matrix is the same as that in Eq. (3.11) but with an identity matrix subtracted.
Obtaining the Jacobian allows for the following Taylor expansion about N(k)n+1:
G(N∗n+1) = 0≈ G(N(k)n+1)+ J(k)G ·δN(k)n+1 (5.4)
The linear system obtained by setting the right-hand side of Eq. (5.4) exactly equal to the








For general non-linear systems, Newton’s method, if initialised with a sufficiently good guess,
can be shown to converge quadratically towards the fixed point. However, there are a number
of difficulties associated with the method:
• Choosing a sufficiently good starting point for rapid convergence
• Obtaining gradient information is often expensive
• Large Jacobian matrices are expensive to invert
• Large Jacobian matrices may have a prohibitive memory footprint
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These problems may be partially circumvented or justified through other benefits. For exam-
ple, one significant advantage which might be realised with a Newton method is the efficient
solution of a multi-physics problem in few iterations. That is, the nuclide density distribution
as well as, say, the thermal-hydraulic field might be solved for simultaneously, rather than
requiring an iteration between three separate physics solvers which would otherwise be
necessary.
A Newton-based LE/LI scheme is shown in Algorithm 8.
Input: N0,nsteps,∆t,nss,kmax
for n = 0, ...,nsteps−1 do
An ← ψ(Nn)
if n > 0 then
N ← Nn










































Algorithm 8: LE/LI substep method with Newton iteration
One of the largest complexities in Newton’s method is generating the Jacobian matrix,
JF . It is possible, in principle, to obtain the Jacobian by finite differencing, although due to
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both the computational expense of a corrector iteration and the noise associated with Monte
Carlo estimates, such an effort would be entirely impractical.
Alternatively, using the chain rule and recalling the definition of F from Eq. (3.9), the
Jacobian can be decomposed into two separate matrices. Referring to the Jacobian of F(Nn+1)










Here Jβ and Jτ are the depletion and neutronics Jacobians, respectively. The Newton iteration
would require computing both of these matrices. A similar logic was followed by Aufiero
and Fratoni, but applied to coupling Monte Carlo with thermal-hydraulics [2].
One could calculate the depletion matrix relatively straightforwardly: given that a Bate-
man solution is both deterministic and relatively inexpensive to evaluate as compared to a
transport solve, this Jacobian can be obtained using finite differences. That is, for a change in




≈ β (ψEOS+δψEOS,i)−β (ψEOS−δψEOS,i)
2δψEOS,i
(5.7)
This can be applied to all one-group cross-sections and fluxes of interest without incurring
significant computational expense – at least for problems on the scale of an assembly. Finite
differencing can also be applied identically to all variations of corrector step – the use of
substeps and linear or quadratic interpolation would be accounted for within the evaluation
of β .
The transport derivatives, however, are much more difficult to obtain: as mentioned
previously, finite differencing is ruled out both due to the computational expense of Monte
Carlo solutions, as well as due to the stochastic noise associated with results which may
contaminate the estimation of derivatives. Instead, one can apply Monte Carlo perturbation
theory to efficiently calculate the necessary derivatives. The relevant details of perturbation
theory will not be elaborated upon here, but for a good introduction to Generalised Pertur-
bation Theory, the beginning of the paper by Cacuci [13] is a good reference, while Monte
Carlo perturbation theory is well described by Kiedrowski [57].
From perturbation theory, it is possible to obtain the derivatives of quantities which
feature in the burn-up matrix with respect to a given nuclide density. For example, a one-
group capture cross-section of isotope i in burnable region b, as a response function, would
be:
R = σc,i,b =
⟨σc,i,ψ⟩b
⟨1,ψ⟩b (5.8)
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Here b is used as a sub-script following the ket to denote a restriction on the domain of
integration – namely to the spatial domain of burnable region b. If the density of nuclide j in
region d is perturbed, the sensitivity of σc,i,b to nuclide j is:
SσN =
⟨N j,d ∂σc,i,b∂N j,d ,ψ⟩b
⟨σc,i,ψ⟩b −
⟨N j,d ∂1∂N j,d ,ψ⟩b
⟨1,ψ⟩b +
⟨σc,i,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩b
⟨σc,i,ψ⟩b −
⟨1,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩b
⟨1,ψ⟩b (5.9)
The latter two terms are the indirect terms – these may be calculated using sensitivity
estimators. The first two terms are direct – in this case both values are trivially zero given
that a change in a nuclide density does not affect the value of a microscopic cross-section
and the derivative of a constant is zero. Hence, the sensitivity of a one-group cross-section to
a nuclide density is:
SσN =
⟨σc,i,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩b
⟨σc,i,ψ⟩b −
⟨1,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩b
⟨1,ψ⟩b (5.10)
A similar approach can be taken to calculate the derivative of the flux amplitude, φ , in
burnable region b. The response function for this is:
R = φb = P0
⟨1,ψ⟩b
⟨EfissΣf,ψ⟩ (5.11)
In this equation, P0 is the power of the system and Efiss is the energy released per fission.
Given that the energy released per fission varies with the isotope being fissioned, the notation





Efiss,kσ f ,kNk (5.12)
with Efiss,k as the energy released from fissioning isotope k. The denominator of the equation
is the total power of the system and is necessary to ensure that the system is normalised to a
constant power, even when subject to a perturbation. For a perturbation in the same nuclide
density as above (N j,d), the sensitivity of φb is:
SφN =
⟨N j,d ∂1∂N j,d ,ψ⟩b
⟨1,ψ⟩b −
⟨N j,d ∂EfissΣf∂N j,d ,ψ⟩
⟨EfissΣf,ψ⟩ +
⟨1,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩b
⟨1,ψ⟩b −
⟨EfissΣf,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩
⟨EfissΣf,ψ⟩ (5.13)
As before, the latter two terms are indirect and can be calculated using sensitivity capabilities.
Of the former two terms, the first is zero through differentiating a constant. However, the
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latter is non-negligible, but, using Eq. (5.12), reduces to:




This term is simply the fraction of total power produced by the fission of isotope j in region d,
easily calculated during a standard transport simulation. Therefore, the sensitivity coefficient




⟨1,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩b
⟨1,ψ⟩b −
⟨EfissΣf,N j,d ∂ψ∂N j,d ⟩
⟨EfissΣf,ψ⟩ (5.15)
Given that fission yields vary relatively weakly with changes in flux spectrum, the
sensitivity expressions given by Eqs. (5.10) and (5.15) – when converted to derivatives –
allow for the computation of all elements of the transport Jacobian, Jτ .
During the course of this thesis, Newton’s method was briefly pursued but suffered
from a number of difficulties: estimating many sensitivity coefficients is computationally
challenging both in terms of speed and memory, the sensitivity coefficients obtained will
be affected by stochastic noise, and one must choose which responses and perturbations
to compute. In practice, this rendered the application of Newton’s method to depletion
nearly infeasible. Although there were some hints of improved stability, the computational
burden could not justify the application of the method in lieu of relaxation. However, this is
not to entirely rule it out; following from Aufiero and Fratoni [2], the number of depletion
sensitivities to calculate might be substantially reduced by representing the depletion problem
with some relatively low order functional expansion and obtaining sensitivities with respect
to these [3].
5.3.3 In-line depletion
A perhaps more scalable, ‘Monte Carlo-esque’ approach might be deployed for stable
depletion coupling. The treatment of the corrector-step in Chapter 3 is analogous with work
in coupling Monte Carlo neutronics with thermal-hydraulics, i.e., performing fixed-point
iteration with relaxation to ensure a stable solution. This analogy suggests an extension
to the present work: Gill et al. [36] describe an ‘in-line’ method for converging thermal-
hydraulics and neutronics, similar to that used when enforcing xenon equilibrium with Monte
Carlo [38, 50]. This method has been further investigated by Kreher et al. [65]. Their in-line
thermal-hydraulics algorithm consists of performing thermal-hydraulic updates during the
inactive cycles of the Monte Carlo simulation, exchanging power and thermal-hydraulic
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information between the two solvers prior to fission source convergence – this requires
sufficient histories to be simulated during the data exchanges to ensure statistical noise is not
detrimental to the results, of course. Although there has been little in the way of mathematical
analysis to support this strategy, numerical experiments find its performance to be comparable
to applying a relaxation [36, 65].
An analogous coupled solution strategy exists for deterministic solvers with promising
results and some analysis. Senecal & Ji [88] introduced the concept of a cost of ‘over-solving’
in multi-physics simulations: it is not desirable during an iterate between separate physics
solvers to tightly converge each solution before exchanging information between the solvers
– much of the computational effort will be wasted obtaining precision on problems with
essentially erroneous boundary conditions. Converging each solver less tightly before passing
their solution to the other solver showed a significant improvement in performance. Applied
to nuclear engineering, Shen et al. [89] highlight that, when iterating between the CMFD
solver in MPACT and thermal-hydraulics, the problem converges more rapidly when the
CMFD is less tightly solved. They also perform a Fourier/Von Neumann stability analysis
to demonstrate the stabilising effects of such a strategy are more optimal than using a fixed
relaxation factor.
Given that the stable corrector step nuclide density is given by the fixed-point of a discrete
map, an identical scheme could be applied to depletion. During the inactive cycles of the
EOS transport solution, reactions rates could be accumulated for a chosen number of cycles
before performing a ‘depletion update’, i.e., evaluating a corrector step Bateman equation
solution and updating the EOS nuclide densities accordingly. As discussed by Gill et al. and
Kreher et al., depending on the degree of statistical contamination between updates, this
should provide some equivalence to a relaxation. While Gill et al. point out that this strategy
is somewhat antithetical to the use of fission source convergence techniques, it is possible that
it might allow for a more efficient PC scheme implementation wherein two separate transport
solutions are no longer necessary: the corrector step takes places only during the inactive
cycles, the predictor step uses the reaction rates accumulated by the conclusion of the active
cycles, obviating the second full transport solution at each time-step. The application of
fission source acceleration might even prove to be limited in the case of realistic, whole-core
depletion problems: often for reactor analysis, at a given time-point, one might typically also
apply either a critical boron or control rod position search, the usual implementation of which
is carried out over many inactive cycles. In principle, alongside in-line thermal-hydraulic
feedback, the proposed in-line depletion schemes might also be carried out simultaneously.
It should be emphasised that this algorithm is substantially different from those used
to enforce xenon equilibrium: here the discrete map being iterated over is that given by
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Eq. (3.9), whereas xenon equilibrium assumes xenon and iodine have no time dependence,
and is given by a map derived from their equilibrium Eqs. (1.24) and (1.25).
Unfortunately, such a scheme requires tight coupling between the Monte Carlo solver
and depletion engine to exchange information between the two while holding tallies and
the fission source in memory during the depletion calculations, and modifying isotopic
compositions between cycles during the transport solution. It is impractical to modify a
Monte Carlo code to allow such a coupling within the time-frame of the present work, but
this appears to be a promising avenue for future research.
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